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The Murray Electric System
employees will put up the Christmas lights next week to help
usher in the Yuletide season
in Murray and Calloway County,
according to I. D. Miller. exe-
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IN OUR 78th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, November 15, 1957

•Christmas Lights
Will Go Up Soon
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WASHINGTON 6Pt —President
isenhower today swore in his
ew scientific chief of staff,
James R. Killian Jr., and
harged him with mobiliikg the
ion's brainpower in tI4 misles race with Russia.
One of Killian's first jobs
as to clarify his authority and
nsibility and his role in
Wary
missiles development.
formed sources said his job
far has only been broadly
lined.
e President has made it
. however, that the 63-year
president of Massachusetts
I lute of Technology will have
Ig voice in guiding the adistrat ion's policy decisions.
rom his "office of the special
tant for science and techgy" in the executive office
trig next door to the White
e he will have ready access
the President, officials said.
President last week anhe was giving William
oladay, the Defense
.
, pent's intisi.e' director, an
thority of the secretary
nse in speeding up work
am missiles. He has not yet
clarified the relationship between
'Killian and Holaday or Defense
Secretary Neil H. McElroy
Disclosure t hat Russia has
solved the ballistic missile ktInaapheric re-entry problem —
-ID* of :he big barriers to perfatting the ICBM — came from
,pflaj
Gen. John B. Meciaris,
d of the Army's ballistic
sole agency.
-14544 IOW 4. news -runner Thursday night the Army
started plans for launching
satellite anywhere between the
d of this year and next March.
He said there was no indicaon of the efficiency of Russia's
lutiun to the ICBM re-entry
roblem, but he said apparently
is adequate to achieve the
issile's "destructive purposes."
At the time he named Killian,
he President displayed the nose
one of an Army Jupiter-C test
missile which he said had reentered the atmosphere without
burning up, showing the UItited
States had the solution,

Juvenile Jury
Hears Cases
Here Today

KhrushchevSays
Russia Superior
In Rocket Race

cutive-secretary of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce.
He urged that all merchants
put up their Christmas decOra"Trial by "Jury" is no empty
lions as soon as possible and
phrase to teen-agers in Calloway
at least by November 23. This
County. That "doing is better
date is on Saturday and only
than hearing" was proved today
a few days before ThanksgivBy HENRY- SHAPIRO
!tensions, other countries won't'
when Juvenile Court met this United Press Staff Correspondent be offended."
ing.
•
morning and cases against teenThe annual Christmas parade,
MOSCOW RP — Nikita Kh' —Said the Soviet Union alone
agers were heard with a jury rushchev today claimed that the possesses an intercontinental balheaded by Santa Claus and his
of their peers in the jury box. Soviet Union has won absolute listic missile.
reindeer, will be held on DeTeen years ago this unique world rocket -and missile sucember 16. This date is later
—Said the first rocket launchsystem of dealing with teen-age periority but he said the Soviets ed by the Soviet Union "hit
than that desired by local meroffenders was first tried in Mur- "will never start a war."
chants and other sponsors, but
the bullseye" and Russia could
ray. Juvenile Court is conducted
it is the only date that the reinIn the event of another war, now use rockets to "dispose of
in much the same manner as he said it would be "fought on bases in Europe, As i a and
deer can be -obtained.
is the regular court, explained the American continent," but Africa."
Miller urged everyone to get
County Judge Waylon Rayburn "we too would suffer immenseready for -Christmas to make
—If the Americans doubt Sovto the 25 students chosen from
this one of the best Christmases
iet claims in rocketry. -Let's
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. 11'1 —"Thrill
the county high schools to 'act
ever held in the county.
In an exclusive two and one have a peaceful rocket contest
killer" Nathan Leopold today
The
Christmas
decorations was a step closer to possible
half hour interview with the just like a rifle shooting match
Ellis B. Ordway, Post Ill and as jury „in these cases.
have been added to each year freedom from his life sentence.
its. Auxiliary of Marion. KenIt is felt that this method of United Press, the Soviet party and theyll see for themselves."
as the need arose, so that decoLife-Death Struggle
The Illinois Pardon and Parole
tucky has invited the Murray dealing with certain of t he leader expounded freely on world
rations in good shape would be. Board, by' a split vote. agreed
—Said that a third world war
Legionaires and their wives to juvenile offenders will prove problems. as he saw them and
available.
would not'necessarily mean RN
'
Thursday afternoon_ to grant a
attend the homecoming given in more effective than the usual made these major points:
By CHARLES BERNARD
—Prospects f o r ,preserving end of mankind but that it
rehearing on Leopold's latest bid
honor of Department Command- procedure. said Judge- Rayburn.
for a parole from Stateville United Press Staff Correspondent er William Allen, a member of Not only does this give the world peace "aren't bad" but would mean the death of capiHONOLULU in
An air-sea that Post. according to informa- young people a better idea as the possibility cannot be exclud- talism and the triumph of ComPenitentiary.
• The hearing date was set for armada that found the, bodies tion received by Post Command- to how the courts of this state ed that World War III might munism.
•
February, 1958, in the penitenti- of 17 persons killed in the crag% er Clifton Cochron.
operate, but, more important, it be started by "some lunatics."
—The • emergence of another
—There probably won't be any
ary where Leopold has served of a Pan American Stratocrufker
The occasion will be held at is hoped that action of this sort
Stalin
and
the development of
combed a small area of the the Kenlake Hotel. Kentucky
It help deter the commission summit meeting with the West a new cult of personality in
APALACHIN. N. Y. el —State 33 years for the kidnap-murder
Pacific
today
in
the
slender
hong
future,
though
nearest
1
ke
of
I4-year
in
old
Bobby
.Lake
of
Franks
State
offenses
by
teen-agers.
Park
Rayon November
police flushed notorious gangthe Soviet Union is, now imhe still wants one as "the only
30. 1957. Dinner will be served burn said.
ster Vito Genovese and more 'in 1924. The .slaying has been of fiticiing survivors.
possible. Former Soviet Defense
None
of
the
searchers
held
East-West
imalsr
out
of
the
termed
"The
Crime
of
at
5:30
the Cenp.m.
than 60 other "hoods and leckeChief Marshal Georgi 2huk.iv
The
juries
were
selected
and
out
much
hope
of
finding
surpasse.
tury."
_
Ordway Post a n d its unit
tears from all over the country"
was removed by the Presidium
This was the fifth plea for vivors, but it was a 'chance they would like to have every mem- charged in just the same way
team" I mountain-top barbecue
and the Central Commiter, not
Settle Major Problems
could
they
are
in
the
regular
sessions
not
afford
to
overlook.
freedom
by
the
ailing, 52-year,
ber of the Legion and. Auxiliary
here Thursday, set a road-block
by the generals. He was "very
-The search concentrated on an in Kentucky at this celebration, of court. They hear the cases
against their escape and ques- old convict who has vowed to
—It7-Would be possible for rude and dictatorial" but no
that
are
brought
before
area
1,040
the
court
Miles
northeast
ot
continue
his fight for release
and a cordial invitation is extioned them throughtout t h e
Ruskia_,and the United States Stalin "or even half a Stalin "
and .raiturn their .verdict after
Hawaii.
even "with my dying breath."
tended to all.
night
alone to settle major problems
Khrushchev, in the first interdeliberation.
A
Navy
'
plane
from
the
carrier,
Parole Board Chairman FrankReservations may he made
State Police Sgt. Edgar Crosir bi-lateral negotiations. "If we view he has ever given to a
Philippine
Sea
spotted
wreckage
direct to Kentake Hotel. Hardin,
well said they were "a good lin U. Stransky cautioned that
o agree to relax international resident Moscow correspondent,
In passing sentence Judge
from the Stratocruiser. "Romance Ky.
cross-section of t h e nation's the board's action does not asRayburn may use the verdict
claimed flatly that the Boviet
of
the
Skies"
Thursday,
six
Reservations will be accepted and recommended puishment rehoodlums." They t ul d police, sure Leopold of parole. He pointUnion no w enjoys t'aincsiesta
days
while
after
it
disappeared
until Saturday. November 23.
who hauled them out of some ed out that the vote to grant
turned by the juvenile jury as
rocket superiority."
flying
from
San
Francisco
to
25 new black limousines, that the 'rehearing by the five-man
a guide, or he may choose to
Sompaills Warsaw.
Hortolulu with 36 passengers and
they'd been calling on a sick board was not Mall;MOUS.
ditsregard it altogether. However
ill
4
•
SAKE
SALE
t
friend — Joseph Barbera, head 'Leopold and hier parliceir, RfP%Aidge
Rayburn
said
that
in
the
Rirgialr
coa
lasisil aar
4lilpe
The wreckage was scattered
of an Endicott, N. Y.. beverage ard Loeb, both sores of wealthy
ha.e.
of
acted
in
the
North
past the juries had
Fred Herndon, Jr.. truck serv- Treaty
distributing firm,, who has beat parents and brilliant students at over. a 33 square mile area.
Organization and delver
Miss Rogers' Fourth Grade at much the same manner as he
Carrier At Scene
ice specialist at Truck Equipment
the .University of Chicago, kidfour indictments for murder.
mortal blow on continental
The Philippine Sea was the Murray Training School will hold himself would have. and that Sales, International truck deafer •
Federal tax agents also took naped and killed the . Franks
reach the scene. a bake sale Saturday. November he was able to use most 'or for the Murray area, has re- United States
part in the questioning. Police boy for the thrill of trying to first ship to
However, he said "ho prosdestroyers Renshaw lath in front of Diuguid's Furni- their recommendations with only turned from the International
said none of the men was armed commit the perfect crime..flolic'e Soon the
pects for peace aren't bad" due
Leigh! changes.
and Epperson and 'the Coast ture Store.
Harvester motor truck technical
but all carried large amounts soon tracked them down.
to a recent change in the balance
training center at Atlanta. where
Leopold was sentenced to 99 Guard cutter Bering Strait joined
of cash, up to $10,000.
of strength in favor of the Comthe carrier in the grim job of
he took the full course offered munist
In addition to Genovese, boss years and Loeb lo life.
and neutral countries and
in proper service methods for
Loeb was knifed to death ill recovering the bodies.
of a dozen rackets and said to
the •rising clamor for peace
The bodies were taken aboard
the newest rtuck designs.
be so big in crime that he a prison brawl in 1938. Leopold.
among the European as well
Philippine Sea and placed
gives orders to Frank Costello, on the other hand, was a model the
Bob Bazzell, Service Manager. as the American people v.11o do
improvised morgue. The
in
an
prisoner?
the 'visiting hoodlums included
described the center as the best not want war.
carrier was ordered to carry
Joseph Profaci of Brooklyn. reBut he said the possibility
equipped service training facility
puted to be an 'elder statesman
in the truck iiaustry., The course of war einild noT•-15e Weltieted
Beach.
Calif.
of the Italian Mafia or "alit& I
covers advanced service tech- He said it might be started
The Claief of Naval Operations•
Hand" Society, Vincent Rao of I
niques for International truck eng- by some "lunatics who, should
Wasninglon----asked medical
in
Yonkers. another long-reputed
ines. LPG fuel systems, trans- be put into straitjackets."
the Philippine Sea
officers
on
EDWARD
COWAN
move
was
immediate
and
favorBy
top gangster, and Louis Santos,
In such a case, he said it
to examine thebodies and report United Press Staff Correspondent able among both Republicans missitons, rear axles, clutches,
of Havana, Cuba, who told police
would be...the "final agony imand other. components.
t h e probable
opinion
on
an
WASHINGTON
tr
—
and
Democrats.
The
govhe was manager of the Sans
posed by capitalism on humacauses of death.
ernment has cased up on the
Rep. Wright Patman (D-Tex.),
Souci Hotel there and had just
The training center, first of nity" and would mark the end
from the anti-inflation brakes in a move chairman of the Senate-House
report
first
The
Its kind to be established by of capitalism and universal triflown up for the day.
carrier said the victims suffered that indicates the boom is over. Economic Committee: said the the company, serves over $OO
Most of the visitors, whose
umph of Communism.
injuries...With mul"extensive
showed
that
rereduced
rate
The
Federal
Reserve
Board,
International Motor truck .dealers
names read like a who's Who
"But we too would suffer
the
considered
fractures
tiple
William
Mcchairman
!serve
lb
the
first
reversal
of
its
cherThe
New
Concord
Redbirds
in the Southern states.
of the Italian underworld, were
immensely." he said.
death,"
cause
of
on
"is
'getting
Martin
Chesney
ished
"tight-money"
policy,
put
soared
high
over
the
Kirksey
from New York, New Jersey and
Victim's Shoes Gone
the discount rate Thursday from the top of the capitol and shoutPennsylvania. But there was a Eagles last night as they defeatTwelve of the bodies wore 342 to 3 per cent at four of ing to the banks throughout the
ed
their
host, 74-45. It was the
good sprinkling of top underof which had its member banks. The remaining country to ease up and lower
world brass f rom California, fourth straight victory for the lifejackets,- five
cartridges. None had eight banks are expected to fol- their interest rates."
Ohio, Illinois. Texas. •Massachu- Redmen and their first inner expired air
shoes. This indicated the di- low suit shortlfl.
The lower discount was ancounty engagement.
setts and Colorado as well.
The move means that busi- nounced after a high-level meetThe game was originally sche- lated Stratocruiser huitled "into
duled to be played tonight but the water and broke i,N,o pieces nessmen. would-be homeowners ing Tuesday between President
was changed at the request of while t h e passengeiiT braced and car buyers, and others prob- Eisenhower and Reserve Chairably will be able to borrow man Martin. Treasury Secretary
Coach Gene
athey of New themselves for a crash.
Murray State's Thoroughbreds, contest. His favorite target. Larry
One body was still belted to more money frpm banks easier Robert B. Anderson, Commerce
Concord. The Redbirds travel to
defeated in their la st three Gates, has caught 23 passes for
airliner.
and
an
Weeks
Sinclair
Secretary
—and cheaper. It is an attempt
Nashville Saturday night to play
games, take on another squad 440 yards and four TDs in the*"
Capt. 'Donald B. MacDiarmid. by the .government to get the other of his top economic exDavid Lipscomb and the Concord
having a dismal season when first five games, good for ninth/
top
Guard'il
Coast
one
of
the
perts.
people buying again.
mentor requested that the game
they play Evansville college here among small colleges.
_said
experts.
rescue
search
And
Top- economists said In New
be MOVed-1115-0114Thight to give
Saturday.
Cullivan has been giving heavy
the description of the wreckage York that the action indicates
The teams' have similar , sea- attention to the Aces' aerial.
a better .labor climate in the his boys a-Treirt- before -gding
bodies
the
condition
of
the
and
that inflationary pressures in
to Nashville. Coach George
sonal records with the Racers attack, since scouting reports
state.
indicated the islane "definitely the economy have eased. They
holding a 2-5 mark compared back Lip all the statistics. LendThese points were the right Dowdy' at Kirksey gladly co- went into the' water in a bad
said it also indicates that the
to a 1-5 mark for the Purple ing support to the passing attack
to work law, workman's com- operated and the change was
ditching."
uncontrolled
or
boom has ended and that business
Aces. However, both teams have is 'a big and tough forward
pensation, a broad base tax, the made.
Every scrap of the plane was activity has begun to sio* down.
New 'Concord jumped into a
showed some form of strength wall.
secondary boycott, and unemstudy
for
water
polled
from
the
Inflation Not Dompriant
lop-sided 18-2 first period lead
in past games, regardless of the
The Aces have a pair of
ployment compensation.
The government had pursued
and were out front 41-15 by by experts. They will try to
record.
touchdowns before the St. Joe
He discussed each point, tellplane
the
out
what
caused
a tight-money policy as a means
halftime. The second half of find
Racers
came
through
with
The
speedy halfbacks in fourth-year
ing the club the present status.
play followed' the same trend' to crash as it did withoutothe of holding down the inflationary
their best effort of the year ip men Richie arid Corky ThompSome progress has been made
the Concord margin grew crew even sending' a distress spiral. But a spokesman said
as
powerhouse
Midlosing
to
OVC
son, who have plagued Murray',
on a right to work law, he
the reserve board's action receven larger giving them a 39 signal.
die Tennessee 1.22-01' last Sat- defenses in the past These two
said. It will be good for Kenognizes that inflation now "has
point lead at the end of the
conduct
a
Thomas
Hill
will
displayed
urday. The Aces also
give the Aces a good all-tound
tucky to have such a law, he
ceased to be the dominant fac- "School of Missions" at the First good form in losing to St. Jo- offense.
thiid stanza. The helpless Eagles
•
continued, since Indiana to the
tor in the economy."
were able to trim only 10 points
November
church
on
Christian
in
the
Sep'fis Pumas, titleholders
Murray's offensive attack.
north and Tennessee to t h e
The discount rate is the
off their visitors' lead in the
18,
and
19.
He
will
also
speak
17,
tough' ICC.
which showed improvement in
south bave such a law. The
terest reserve banks c ha rge at both services on Sunday.
final canto as the Redbirds walEvansville is expected to hit the Middle Tennessee- contest,
principal point in the law, he
Hewlett Cooper is attending the rnembe'r banks to borttow money.
loped them with a 29 point deonly
meeting
for
men
A
spc:cial
Coach Jim Cullivan's squad with hasn't been ignored by Cullivan
said, is the individual's right
American Pu blic Association A reduction c ou Id stimulate will be held on Monday at 6:30
feat, 74-45.
an aerial barrage, the likes
this week. As he puts it. "We
to choose between a union, or
Ten men on the Concord roster meeting in. Cleveland, Ohio this credit — and thus the overall p.m. On TueSday, he wilt address which the Racers haven't seek are trying to fan the spark
of
not, without jepprdizing his job.
got into the scoring ranks led week. lie left Murray this morn- economy — if member banks a general meeting/of the Chris- in past games. The Aces' quart- offense that was displayed in
Steger said that the Workman's
by big 6-3 Gene Rowlend, who ing in order to attend the meet- pass on the lower cost of bor- tian Women's fellowship at 6:30. erback. Talmadge Vick, tenth the Middle Tennessee, game into
Compensation law in Kentucky
led the way with 16 points. ing_ of the Society of Public rowing to their customers. ft On Tuesday morning he will in the nation...among small col- a flame."
is a good one and was devised tRowland entered last *night's Health Educators that will meet also encourages the banks to
speak before the Murray High leges, had completed 50' of 102
With Quarterback Jere Striplefforts
of
cooperative
through
borrow more freely from the School assembly.
contest. with a 16 point per on Saturday and Sunday.,
passes for 783 yards and five ing and Fullback Jack Morns
legislatand
management, labor
The A.P.H.A. meeting will be reserve and thus increases their
game average and it will of
Mr. Hill was a missiimairx to
equaling their last Saturday's
course remain unchanged with all this week with four thousand ability to make more private India for 38 years and i4/now
performances, plus t h e same
CORRECTION
He told the club that Ken- his point outlay of last night,
or more in attendance He will loans.
speaking throusbout_tlInited
fierce linep lay.
h e Racers
tucky could improve its business
next
week.
return
rate,
anThe
lower
discount
substitute,
led
a
Christian
Elricl Jones,
States in behalf of
could be hard to stop
climate by having a broad base the Eagle scoring with 14 points.
nounced Thursday, went into missions.
In Wednesday's issue of the
First-string guard Ab Davis..
tax. He said that he believed New Concord
APPLE KNOCKERS'
effect today at reserve banks
16 41 65 74
In preparation for his miSsion- Ledger & Tittles, the Cherry's who missed the Middle contest,
that a two per cent sales tax Kirksey
Atlanta,
St.
Uniis,
in
New
York
at
2 15 26 45
ary service. Mr. Hill studiect.
announced their annual fall sale. may be ready for limited action
conibined with an income tax
CHICAGO •r —When it comes and Richmond, Va. The other Kansas State College at Manhat- Among the galaxy of bargains
• New Concord (74)
in the Evansville fracas. while .
at
students
($5,000 and over) Would solve
to
apple
polishing,
at
banks
are
Cleveland,
Chicago,
tan. and the University of Iran- listed, a price was overlooked Halfback Don Toon. a seciindF—Green 6. E.' Rowland 3,
the state's money problems and G. Rowland 16, Finney 6. Parker, Jones Commercial High School Minneapolis, Philadelphia,' Kan- sas at Lawrence. receiving his on one of the China speciali.
stringer, may miss his second
provide a better climate to at- McCage.
take a back seat to no one. They sas City, Bostgn, Dallas and B.S degree and his AN.'degree. This was a 57 piece. service
straight game because of a slight
apples
'
bushels
of
brought
three
tract industry.
Francisco.,
Sao
He received his 'masters degree for eight of Noritake china for wrist fracture.
C—Willoughby 7. J. Dunn 5.
to Miss Joanna Zelder. their
Steger decried use of the secCongress Favorable
from Butler University, Indiana- $39.95. The Ledger and Times
Comii.ereing on his squad's
(Continued . on. Page Six)
,
- ideal teacher."
(Continued on Page Six)
Corikeisional reaction to the polis.
regrets this error.
(Continued en pay Silt

Leopold To Get
Parole Rehearing

Bodies Of 17
In Air Crash
Are Recovered

Post Invites Legion
And Auxiliary To
Homecoming Dinner

Police Flush Out
Notorious Gangsters

Fred Herndon, Jr.
Back From Center

Tight Money Is
ased By Board

Redbirds Take
Fourth Win
Of The Year

Misery to Share Company When
Murray State Meets Evansville

Business Climate Discussed
By John Steger At Rotary
John F Steger of the Associated Industries of Kentucky
was the speaker yesterday at
the Rotary Club meeting.
Steger was introduced by
George E. Orerbey of the Labor
Legislation committee of Rotary.
Mr. Steger presented the management side of labor relations
while in March. H. T. Waldrop
will present a program with
labor's side.
Mr. Steger told the club that
rather than call his SubjecO.
labor relations, he preferred to
call it business climate. Several
points were discussed by Steger,
which he said, could bring about

WEATHER
REPORT
sneene••••••••••••••••••••••••••
By

UNITED

PRESS

Southwest Kentucky -- Mostly
cucly and mild with rain beginning tonight. High in low
li0s. Low near 50. Saturday
ooly cloudy with rain ending
ii') turning cooler High Satur•4 in mid 50s.

Rev. Hill In
Mission Talks
-At Church

Hewlett Cooper
Attends Meeting
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THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

l'Af;E

OUER & TIMES

W-L-A-C

• TIMES PUBLLSHING COMPANY. lac,
the Murray Ledger, Tbe Calloway Timm. and The
October 30. 193k and the West Kentuckian. January

FRIDAY -

TV SCHEDULE

JAMES C WILLIAMS. PUBL1SHIER
SUNDAY, AM -PM
11:30 , Faith For Today
12:00 Terrytoons
12:30 Wild Bill Hickok
1:00 Pro Football
3:30 Family Conference
4:00 Federal Men
4:30 Twentieth Century
5:00 Beat The Clock
5:30 If You Had A Million
6:00 Lassie
6:30 Bachelor Fatheer
7:00 Ed Sullivan Show
8:00 G. E. Sunday Night Theatre
8:30 Alfred Hitchcock Presents
9:00 $64,000 Challenge
9:30 What's My Line
10:00 Weathervane
10:05 Million Dollar Movies
12:130 Sign Off (Midnight)

fire reserve

the right Os reject any Advertising. Letters to tlis &Mac
w Public Voice items which in (..ur opinion are not TA.S the IseM
Merest ed our readers.

REPRESENTATT.E.S. WALLACE Wine R Co. 1166
RATIONAL
910.111-041. Memphis, Tenn.; 250 Park Ave., New York; 307 N. Michigan
tee.. Chicag,i; SO Bolyston St.. Bostor.
liancred at the Post Office, Murray, KenLucky, for tranat.inition as
Second Clam Matter

senator

B. Alexamier Smith

SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per went Mc. per
snub too. In. Callowny and adjoining counUas; per yew 311.30; aiaesaw% WM.

FRIDAY — NOVEMBER 15, 1957

A BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
For Herod laid hold of John (The Baptist) and bound him and put him in prison
.. Matt. 14:3.
.
for Heroctious sake.
John the Baptist lost his life because he
dared to denounce an abysmally wicked
woman and became immortal. Revered by
the whole world and secure in Heaven as a
great saint. John won eternity.

_

Gov. Goodwin Knight

REPUBUCAN POWER PLAYS—These 109
,blew Symbolize Power
plays plus a scare in Republican mak% especially in view of
Democratic Gov. Robert B. Meyner's bfk-margin re-election in
New Jersey. Senator Smith Is being forced to step aside 90 Bernard Shanley, recently one of President Eisenhower. aides, can
run for U. S. senator. Smith is 77, but had intended making the
race. California's Gov. Knight has been powered out of running
for re-election so Senator Knowland can make the try. Knight
is scheduled for the Senate race, which he didn't want. That
came after a talk with President Eisenhower. (international)

Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger & Times FM.
Joe Ed Starks. son of Mr. and Mrs. Urban Starks,
was the guest speaker at the meeting of the Rotary Club
yesterday at noon at the Woman's Club House. Starks
spoke on labor relations, bringing out some past history
and amusing personal experiences.
Mrs. Hamp Brooks was hostess at a birthday party,
Wednesday. November 12 from 3 to 5 o'clock, complimenting her daughter. Grela Gay, on her third birthday,
and her son Hamp Wiggins. on his fourth birthday.
Mr. and -Mrs. Lester Taylor.and Mrs. Grace Hicks of
Bruceton. Teim.. were recent visitors of their sister, Mrs.
Hartle Ellis and family.
James M. Lassiter, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Lassiter,
Route 1. Murray. is one of 21 University of Kentucky law
students who were initiated as active members into
Breckint2idge Inn, U. K. Law College Chapter of Phi
Dello Phi, international law fraternity, in a recent cereaony at the Frankfort Court of Appeals chambers.
, Mr. and Mrs. Harmon James, who have - beers•living
in East St. Louis for the past 30 years, have moved to
Hazel where they will make their home.

Read The iiiAger Sports Page
—
Murray Livestock Co.
MARKET REPORT

Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock
November 12, 1957
TOTAL HEAD 964
Med. Quality,Bulther Cttle,- $20.00-22.50
16.00-22.00
Baby Beeves
........
12.00-14.00
Fat Cows, Beef Type
.
...
Canners and Cutters
, 6.00-11.50
Bulls
10.00-16.40
VEALS —
Fancy Veal,
No. I Veals
No 2 Veals
Throw outs

• 1.-,116-4-0....

.

28.40
25.00
22.00
6.00-15.50

"10GS —
200 to 250 pounds
ISO to 195 pounds

16.85
16.25

* HEATING
* WATER HEATING
* COOKING

Get your gas appliances installed by personnel who have
had 30 years of experience in
the gas business.
We give 12 months Free
Service on all new appliances
we sell.
24-hour service, six days a
week. All work Guaranteed.
FOR FREE ESTIMATES SEE OR CALL

CHARLES WILLIE
Domestic Service Co.
Main St.

Murray, Ky.

Little Man
Hound Dog
On Market Is Is Favorite
Maligned
Song Now
By

ELmER C. WALZER

111X1 Murray 77

PM,
12:24
12:25
12:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
300
3:15
3:30
4.00
5:35
5:45

e — J.

TGION. Ga.
F. Bennett. 60, has ,a new favorite song 600
6:30
NEW YORK IPI — The little today. It's -Hound Dog."
Here's why:
7:00
man in Wall Street is wooed
Bennett was walking with Ills 7:30
and worn over to buying stocks
wnen things look good and then small dog near his home in 8:00
jumped on, criticized, and gen- the northwest Georgia moun- 8:30
erally maligned when he be- tains. The dog took out after 9:00
comes frightened enough to sell. a rabbit and then "started hol- 10:00
10:10
The experts at times like these lering," Bennett said.
When he caught up with the 10:15
v.am against following the
dog,
a
snarling
wildcat
'landed
crowd. The firm of Arthur Wie12:00
senberger
devotes the leading .on my chest, a-howling and
a-screaming
and
a-clawing
at
section of its current investment
my throat." Bennett said.
8:00
report to just that advice.
-T3en this other dog I never 6:30
It observers that the mentality
trying
to
of the crowd is that of its lowest saw before started
7:00
and notes that *-SA hen a crowd pull the wildcat off," Bennett
forms and functions, Its motives said. and :he howling and 8:00
and acts are almost solely a screaming wildcat stopped at- 8:30
reflection of emotional rather tacking. him and. went for the 9:00
hound dog.
than interlectual stimuli."
9:30
He said the cat killed the 10:00
Functioning of the crowd, the
strange
dog,
"then
came
back
firm points out, is why stock
10:10
.
prices at bull market peaks as for me."
10:15
Bennett
said
he
picked
up
a
well as bear market bottoms
.
1200
pme---4Mth
and'swung
it
serha-Xe -no sense. -Ihis is %WRY
markets -overshoot the marks"— peateckly at the maddened wildsell "too high" at tops and —too, cat.
100
"The cat Jumped me several 11:30
ow" at bottoms,
times
before
I
beat
it
to
death.'
:.
Crowds are stimulated to ac7:00
tion three times and usually no Bennett said. He said he was 8:00
scratched
face.
im
the
stomach
more, the firm notes: This, it
adds, finds expression in the and neck, and that he creditea
stuck market in triple tops, triple the hound he had never seen
bottoms, three steps up, three before with saving i him -from
steps down. It is explained by being torn to pieces.
United

Press Financial Editor.

the fact that after the third
advance few buyers are left
and after the third decline, few
sellers remain.
Hence three olio in the bull
market around 524 — April
1956. August 1956 and July 1957.
-- Selling that has followed the
high set on .July 12 is seen as
the first step, "likely to be
followed by two more."
The Wiesenberger firm be'lleves the next one might break
400 and the third so somewhat
deeper, but only events, the
turn of 'the - news and its effect
upon -the Crowd of inVestors

i

GAS INSTALtATIO
SERVICE

604

_

MWelOor IVIOMmo1. KaSM

AM, MONDAY TPIKU FRIDAY
6.35 Channel 5's Farm Report
6:45 Speer Family
7:00 Jimmy Dean
7:45 CBS News
7:55 Morning News & -.Veather
8:00 Captain Kangaroo
8:45 CBS News
8:55. Morning News & Weather
9:00 Garry L:oore
9:30 Arthur Godfrey Time
(Except Friday, Garry Moore)
10:30 Strike It Rich
11:00 Hotel Cosmopolitan
11:15 Love of Life
11:30 Search For Tomorrow
11:45 The Guiding Light
12:00 Bugs Bunny Party (Noon)

CLUB HAII/ MEETING
On October 25. the Jr.. Conservation Club of Faxon School
met in the sixth grade room.
We discussed game laws and
daily limits.
Mr. J. B. McClain did Mr.
J. 0. Reeves discussed with us
the game that was protected
by law and the game that you
are permitted to, kill anytime.
There were twenty eight present
and seventeen have joined the
club:
Phillip Bell. reporter

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
Telescope
CBS News
As The World Turns
Beat The Clock
House Party
The Big Payoff
The Verdict Is Yours
The Brighter Day
The Secret Storm
The Edge of Night
The Big Show
Newsbeat
Doug Edwards & News
PM, MONDAY
Popeye and Friends
Robin Hood
Burns and Allen
Talent Scouts
Danny Thomas Show
December Bride
Studio One
Shell Big News
Weathervane
Million Dollar Movies
Sign Off (Midnight)

8:30 I've Got A Secret
9:00 Armstrong Circle Theatre
10:00 - Shell Big News
10:10 Weathervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
PM, THURSDAY
6:00 Popeye and Friends
6:.7.0 Sgt. Preston of the Yukon
7:00 Harbourmaster
7:30 Climax
8:30 Playhouse 90
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Weathervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
PM, FRIDAY
Popeye and Friends
LeLave It To Beaver
Trackdown
Dick Powell's
Zane drey Theatre
Mr. Adams and Eve
Harbor Command
The Lineup
Person To Person
&Max playhouse
Shell Big News
Weathervane
Million Dollar Movies
Sign Off (Midnight)

6:00
6.30
o
to

',)
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
10:40
10:45
12700

Loss
Was
SANK ROSIER AT 1E—Arkansas State Trooper Forrest BootSt
removes handcuffs from 15-year-old Robert Somntts as Baxter Hall. 34, sits by after the pair's &Treat in robbery 02 a bank
•
ei Kensett, Ark. They were picked up in Des Arc, '20 miles
fillgenisisomai
from Kensett.

your very own

MONOGRAM...heel

cg--wsa/ri

AM, SATURDAY
8:30
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
12:00

Captain Kangaroo
Mighty Mouse Playhouse
Susan's Show
Saturday Playhouse
Jimmy Dean
Big Show (Noon)
PM, SATURDAY
TBA
Professional Hockey
Gunfighters
Annie Oakley
Woods 'N Waters
Perry Mason Show
Dick and the Duche,s
Gale Storm Show
Have Gun Will Triivel
Gunsmok-,
_
The Gray Ghost
Million Dollar Isluv,t,
sign Off

1:30
2:00
4:30
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
11:30

4

e-

Vice

•

.

Ilher--1411111•111

fl

Open 6

FRI. - Sd

SUNDA

c.

lil

FLYING ANTS
YOTCH Ot

itIP

tIlYiiE CiAM:46E'

Call TERMINIX—World's
Largest Termite Control

PM, TUESDAY
Popeye and Friends
Name That Tune
High Adventure with
Lowell Thomas
To Tell The Truth
Red Skelton
$64,000 Question
Silent Service
Shell Big News
Weathervane
Minim Dollar Movies
Sign Off (lifidniAht)

Organization

service

At) Work and
Performed

By

OHIO VALLEY TERMINIX
CORP.

personalised sweaters
4.4.w . . . Lanni' s own
veviet'

Leggl C usto m erg er
•
Contact Direct or for Reference
of Performance of Work call

NOW

LittieWn's

MURRAY ,LUMBER CO.
Murray, Ky.

$12.95

Sizes. 34-40

Paducah, Ky.
P.O. Box 84
Phone 3-2934 or 3-6696

PM, WIDNESDAY
Popeye and Friends
I. -Love Lucy
The Big Record
The M Ilona[re

fosh,on4pd
by

Iletionally famous luxuriously
beautiful classic sweaters
. ..
personalized for you
OW no extra cost Your
choice
of monogram embroidered
free/ i0vcy new CO/OrS

Phone 2662
4:14;

ce7175

itAi"•-t Ci•fv""C5-•kre: C.E.P-CD'
4:121 cevv-Cr

hi

Give BUILOVA
tvietE

•

wtogcoea
•
On a

IT OUT! POINT IT OUT! JUST SAY, 'HOLD IT" AND

str

than t'/
not have

market May go. It certainly market _.operations would do the
W111 not be the result of a-group- trick for the successful stock
sitting down with pencils and trader.
figuring out where stocks should
sell on the basis of earnings and
Another reflection of crowd
Ieeiings and emotion is cited al
the typical retracement- by the
market of simple fractions- Of
previous --moves. It fell orefourth of the 432-point rise from
the low of. 92 in April 1942 to
the peak pf 524 and then -retraced , onesfourth of the 108
point decline by falling 27 points
.---from 416. to 443. •
s,stche: firm . warns against buys
ing on the market's first godown, and adds' that _ii.hyn and
ar the market has its next
sell-off, especially if it breaks
400
.
. • there **probably , will be a
number of 'interesting .and at-ractive purchases."
ounds , simple. It works- ont
like this Say's the -wiesenherger
firm:
"Successful investing _results
from a proper admixture of
courage and caution—the courage
to. act at Ittie right- time and
the caution to appreciate the
risks in any., situation."
It would seem that a study
of .crowd psychology rather than

Murray St.
OVC powerto
nessee State
the Racers'
season, accord
Jim Cullivan.
game. It w
Arkansas Stai
_.
Rd Eastern.
pushed Louis
van.
All four of
defeated the
with the Midc
,./Saturday bein
la oinst two
College and
ditional enemi
ray's schedule
Sa hirda y•s i
persons had i
Dr. Litkenhou
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REMEM3RANCE—WearIng black
and a cluster of poppies, Queen Elizabeth places a wreath
at the cenotaph in London In
remembrance of Britain's ear
(Internat tonal)
dead.

LINDSEY'S
5th STREET

MURRAY, KENTLYIGKY
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TEE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Fullmer Is
Favored Over
Neal Rivers

TheLedgfr&.TimesSportsPage
First In Local Sports News * First In United Press Sports News

Loss To Middle Tennessee
Was Racer's Best Game
er Forrest Booth
omnits as Baxtet
ibbery of • bank
es ArC, 20 mtla•
sonaS SommApiwtoi

W

AM free
Ig
i-41/sa/rt

Football

Today's Sports News Today

Basketball
Basebal I

Davey Moore
Challenges
Kid Bassey

•

CIV SIH1 dila

CLIP 04IS AD

MURRAY

•

2

MOSCONI DEFENDS TITLE

Friday

ra.

NOW OPEN FRI.-SAT., SUN.-MON.

How many Hogs
in a Ton ofGrainf
/•••:.•••,''s
4* •••

•

•

•
•

On a straight corn ration, you can't expect to gig much more
1
2Logs.out of a ton of groin. Corn alone simply does
than 1 /
not have the balanced protein, vitamins and minerals needed
for fast, economical gains. But when yo supplement with
Southern States 40% Porkmaker, you cart easily get three
hogs per ton of .grain ... and you sas,. about two months
growing time!
a

WA -21-.
I•ttrnod to •-••
adrustrneerft
mitre rater
onbelakaht•
eng • *Mork furant. megnele
caso • sweep
hand
,••• 6604

19.30

IONE 606

41/

Here's

how the two feeding

To lake* a

programs compare!

Straight Gram Potion

Ilalanc•d PorlemaktY
and Can Ration

1 .1 -bushels

1 I .bk..41•11 corn ply*

corn

100-1b*. Paternally

200.1b. Hog

•

Try 40% Porkmaker with your corn for faster gains and greater
hog profits!
Feed with grain for ore-wino- and fattening hogs
40% PORKMAKER
For pregnant sows and young pigs up to 75-lbs.
35% SOW & PIG SUPPLEMENT

cwt.

$4.80
cwt.

A straight ration for growing and fattening hogs
cwt.
-4.43,..P_ORKMAKER

$4.80
$4.05

Return the burlap bags for up to 00c each.

e Calloway County Soil

Improvement
PHONE 207

E. MAIN ST.

NEW YORK RP — Willie Mosconi will defend his world pocket
billard championship against
Onofrio Lauri of Brooklyn beginning next Monday when they
clash in 125-point clocks matinees and evenings through Wednesday night.

NEW YORK nal — Ex-champion Gene Fullmer is favored
at 17-5 to beat Neal Rivers
tonight and keep his standing
as alternate challenger for the
middleweight crown.
The 10-rounder at Madison
Square Garden between Fullmer
of West Jordan, Utah, and Rivers. the California state champion. will be televised and
Sy HARRY WISMER
broadcast nationally by NBC at
Written for the United Press
10 p.m. (e.s.t.).
Despite the betting odds. maulNEW YORK
— From the
er Gene will be taking a genuine standpoint of competition and
gamble in this "all-to-lose" fight !national importance, the game
with Los Angeles Neal, an un- of the week is the Big Ten
rated contender but a dangerous affair at Columbus between Iowa
sharp-shooter.
and Ohio State.
Fullmer will be risking hit
A win for Woody Hayes will
chance for a title shot in case give the Ohio Buckeyes the Big
Sugar Ray Robinson retires and Ten title and a trip to the Rose
foregoes pn attempt to recapture Bowl. A victory for the Hawkthe 160-pound crown from Car- eyes will give them the title,
men Basilio.
and open up the Western ConNeal's 37-5-2 record includes ferznce Rose Bowl picture, giv21 knockouts. He was stopped ing Michigan State an outside
twice, by Sal Flores (5) and chance for Pasadena.
We like Iowa because the
Milo Savage (I) — both in
1954.
Hawks are mose versatile and
Fullmer's 42-4-0 carrier in- have better balance. They'll win,
chides 20 knockouts. He failed 20-13.
Elsewhere in the nation. ,
tt, last the distance only against
Eastern Picks
Robinson.
In the East, Dartmouth over
Cornell 21-13; Penn State over
Holy Cross 21-18; Navy will
RP —
HOLLYWOOD, Calif
beat George Washington 28-7;
Vince Martinez. 27-year old wel- Yale
will surprise Princeton 19terweight contender from Pater13; Penn 14-13 over Columbia,
son, N. J., has been established and Army will vanquish
Tulane
a 14-5 favorite over Ramon 27-6. Syracuse will beat Colgate
Tiscareno of Juarez, Mexico, in 20-12.
their 10-round bout Saturday
In the South. Auburn will
night in Hollywood Legion Stadium.
Whatever Happened To
AUREL JOLIAT

Win For Ohio Would Cinch
Title And Trip To Rose Bowl

Martinez Favored

Tests For Alex

NEW YORK AR — Alex Webster. hard-running New York
Giant halfback who ranks seven
in ground gaining in the National Football League with 378
yards on 99 tries, has entered
St. Elizabeth's Hospital for tesfs
and X-rays of an infected ear.

By United Preis
An ace of old-time hockey,
Aurel Joliet was a linemate
with immortal Howie Morenz of
the Montreal Canadians. Though
only a 135-pounder, Joliat wound
up his career with the same
total of goals as Morenz — 270
—until recent seasons a mark,
thought to be unreachable. He
played 11 seasons until 1938.
Whatever happened to Aurel
Joliat? Today he is living quietly
in Ottawa. Canada, where he
i; employed as a railway ticket
agent.

TO EXPAND STADIUM
— The
MADISON, Wis. t
C and C Construction Co., of
Ft. Wayne, Ind.. will begin work
Sunday adding 10,000 seats to
tbe University of Wisconsin football stadium. The capacity of
the stadium will be 63,000 when
work is completed on Aug. 1
1958.

Ramsey Has
Come Into
His Own

continue -unbeaten taking Georgia 20-0; Georgia Tech 14-0 over
Alabama; the big game for Sugar Bowl bid will see Tennessee
beating Mississippi 20-14; Duke
moves on taking Clemson 13-6:
Florida to beat Vanderbilt 13-6
and LSIT will surprise Mississippi
State 14-12.

I

closer if the Chicago Bears and
t he Detroit Lions win
Our selections.; The Bears over
Baltimore Colts at Wrigley Field
27-24' Detroit Liens to take
San Francisco at Detroit 30-27.
Los Angeles to win from Green
Bay at Milwaukee 30-21. the
Cleveland Browns will s•ay in
too beating t h e Redskins at
Washington 21-14; the New York
Giants will shut-out the Philadelphia Eagles at New iiYrk
?8-0-

Kentucky High &Leal
In the Midwest, Michigan State
28 Minnesota 7; Michigan 45
Basketball Results
Indiana 7; Purdue 27 Northwestern 7; Wisconsin 20 Illinois
14: in the Southwest — Texas
By United Press
Aggies too tough for Rice 14-0:
Southern Methodist over Arkan- Metcalfe Col, st Garnatiet 50
sas 20-14: Texas Christian will Bristow 70 Adairville 58
surprise Texas 19-13.
Auburn 77 Chandlers 51
Warren Co. 74 Olmstead 40
In the Far West. Washington Temple Hill 68
Marrowbone St
to beat California 12-0; Stanford Scottsville 63 N.
Warren 39
over Oregon State 19-14; Oregon Allen Co. 38 Park
City 39
will win a Rose Bowl bid by Clarkson 50
Fordsville 44
beating 5outhern Cal 20-12.
Irish

Up. For Game
WOMAN' TO FARM
Notre Dame will try and stop
Oklahoma at, Norman, but the
NEW YORK NI — Lorne
Sooners are overwhelming favorites. That is our Mutual foot- (GuMpi Worsley, erstwhile regball broadcast for the week with ular goalie of the New York
Rangers, has been sent to Provyour observer.
idence where he will tend goal
There are only five games in tonight when the
Reds play
the National pro league this Buffalo Worsley,
who also will
;weekend. Pittsburgh and the
a y goal for Providence on
Chicago Cardinals are idle. The Sunday. has been
replaced in
Western Division. tightening up the Ranger nets by
rookie Mareach week, could become even cel Paille.

Double Exposure
The Smith-Corona -88- Standard Office
Typewriter will be advertised in the November 20th issues of
CHARM
and
TODAY'S SECREURY

/
1
4.(
..ssfak,
,

STILL TIME TO
Make A CHANGE
TO NATURAL GAS

Your Natural Gas System offers you the lowest priced
automatic fuel in this area.
You can get the changeover made before your home cools,
by calling one of the following licensed merchants.

Atomic Schedule

a.

••. .. • ••
•
• r.s;.• .
40P
.'401.e
.4:••-"4
'•
al•
s
•
.1aVie•

Farmington at Hazel
Lynn Grove at Lowes
Murray Trng. vs Fulton Co
(at Hickman)
Almo at S. Marshall (Hardin)
N. Marshall at Wingo
Lyon Co. at Benton
Saturday
New Concord at David Lipscomb
Monday
S. Marshall at Murray Trng.
TuiodaY
-Vale at Pu.ryear
'
Almo
Grove
at
Lynn
Clinton at New Concord

Monday
r iii 'ton at Murray
Hardin vs. Poieum Trot (Sharpe)
Cenningham vs. Feast Construct:on (Sharp)
Lyon County at Benton
Hugg The Druggist vs. Mayfield
(Milburn)

•

10WA-OHIO STATE IS
BIG GAME OF WEEK

Tennis

Murray State's 22-0 loss to Blue Raiders by 22 points. How- I nessee defense halted all other
OVC powerhouse Middle Ten- ever, the game wasn't really i drives.
nessee State last Saturday was cached until the final quarter.
Racer Quarterback Jere StriplWASHINGTON da, — Little
the Racers' best game of the
A- bad lateral and a blocked ing nad Fullback Jack Morris Davey
Moore, encouraged by his
season, according to Head Coach
nt tkp the Raider? first TD played their best games of the fifth
straight victory of the year,
Jim Cullivan. "ft was our best' early in the first period. They season. Stripling. all-OVC quargame. It would have beaten held a 7-0 lead at halftime, but terback last season as a junior, hurled a title challenge at feathkansas State, Tennessee Tech the Racers had dominated mosj completed 7 of 10 passes for erweight champion Hogan (Kid)
?lad Eastern. and would have of'-the-' play.- A hard-charging 93 yards and Morris banked Bassey today and backed a
with a $25.000 guarantee.
pushed Louisville," said
line and a clicking backfield away at the Middle defense for
Contender Moore of Springyen.
unit gave Murray the rustling 73 ,in 13 tries.
-field. Ohio. who won a nearly
MI four' of those teams have edge at halftime.
Linemen displaying the most perfect
decision over Jose Cotero
defeated the Racers this season,
The Blue Raiders marched to form and drive were ends Charof Los Angeles at the New
with the Middle Tennessee sane a second touchdown in the third les Bush, Don Sparks and Bud
Saturday being loss number five querter and scored their final Vest; tackles Bill Hina and J. D. Capitol Arena, said he would
fight Nigerian Bassey for the
gainst two wins. Evansville six-pointer plus a safety in the Burdin, arid two freshman guards
I26-pound crown in London or
College and Western, both tra- final quarter.
Charles "Punch" Hina and Jim- "any
place."
ditional enemies, remain on MurMurray threatened more than my Chapman. Marvin Kaiser
Stocky Moore, with his agray's schedule.
once' during the game, but a and Gordon Perry alsi have
fl,Saforday's game ended as most clipping penalty stopped an ap- creditable performances as re- gressive hooking attack, was so
superior to the lanky California
persons had predicted, including parent scoring drive near the sense ends.
contender in their TV 10-roundDr. Litkenhous, who favored the ten while a toughbr Middle Ten.
Saturday's loss left the Racers
er that he was given 299 points
.••••••-with a 1-3 conferente mark.
l
-Westerel, the bitterest rival on out of a possible 300 by the
three ring okieals.
the schedule, is the only OVC
'OUR
"I felt sh
r and stronger
squad left. Evansville College,
than ever." said 24-year old
be
rival,
in
an
will
arch
also
DRIVE-IN
1
4111IVIE-IN
town Saturday for an afternoon Davey. "And I'm confident I
can beat Bassey for the title."
fracas.
Davey, who was ranked sixth
Scouting reports have revealed
Open 6:00
Start 6:45
NOV. 15 - NOV. 18
by the Ring Magazine and fourth
the Aces to have a wide .open
by the National Boxing Assn,,'
offense which will pull most of
weighed 128 pounds. Cotero, who
FRI. - SAT. NOV. 15-16
TWO ACTION PIX!
the offensive "usuals" and "unusuals." They boast the tenth was rated fifth by the Ring
best passer among small college and seventh by the NBA. scaled
teams in Taleedge Vick and 1274.
Many of the 1.000 spectators
the number nine pass receiver
were surprised that Cotero lastin Larry Gates.
ed the 10 rounds because he
was hit with so many solid
punches. He was groggy at the
end of the fifth round but there
were no knockdowns.
Moore suffered a cut on his
right brow in the second round
SUNDAY-MONDAY
NOVEMBER 17-18
as he hammered out his 27th
a.
victory in 33 fights. It was
—
TIM 811Thail LOVE SPOKE LOOS ThAI WAS 111101151
Coter,'s 13th defeat in 51.
ALPIRSON ••••••••

MOVIE GUIDE

PACS TO11111111

Murray Supply Co.
HOLLYWOOD'S NEWEST ROMANTIC DUO, Scott Brady and
Rita Gam, bring excitement and primitive love to the screen
in MOHAWK which will open Sunday at the Murray Drive-In
Theatre The Widevision drama also stars Neville Brand and
is filmed in glorious color.

Phone 314

Freed Cotham Company
Phone 661

Charles Willie
Phone 77

Ward and Elkins
Ph?ne 56

By UNITED PRESS
Ex-Kentucky ace Frank Ramsey has come into his own
during Bob Cousy's absence to
give the Boston Celtics still Si
another super star.
And the net 'result is that
the Celtics have stretched their I
unbeaten skein to eight games
today — seven fewer than the
all-time National Basketball Association record for the start
of a season.
The 6-foot, 4-inch guard supplied tire- bermts. m trtre—COUSY
style Friday flight when the
Celtics heat the Cincinnati Royals, 122-110, in overtime at Cincinnati. He tied the score at
104-104 with two free throws
after the final buzzer and then
scored two field . goals in the
first 30 seconds of the overtime
to spark an 18-6 "clutch drive"
that won the game for Boston.
The victory gave the unbeaten
Celtics a three-game first place
lead in the Eastern Division over
the Philadelphia Warriors, who
heat the flinneapolis Lakers,
119-108. The rew YoitIc Knicker'
bockers down the Syracuse Nationals. 104-99, in the other
game 'and now trail the , runawry Celtics by three and a
I „.
tialf games.

Steele and Allbritten
,d

Phone 841

Scarbrough Plumbing & Electric
Phone 875

Sam Calhoun Plumbing & Electric
Phone 1054
-••

H. IL Jenkins
Phone 498-.I

Ken-Gas, Inc.
Phone 1177
IF YOU PLAN TO USE NATURAL GAS THIS FALL OR WINTER
AND DO NOT HAVE A GAS SERVICE LINE TO YOUR HOME
ARMY AND NAVY MISSIll MODILS—W1111am M. naiades%
Assistant Secretary of Defense and the Department's guided missile chief, Is shown in Washington with models of the Army and
Navy missiles. He holds the Navy's Vanguard model and shows
hew the earth satellite fits into its nose. On the table (left) is the
missile model which will be used u the first stage of "Jupiter C.
the missile slated to send aloft the Army:a satellite.(Isternationci),i

CALL 366

MURRAY NATURAL GAS SYSTEM
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Weddings
Club News

Lochie Landolt, Editor

Telephone

e-

SOCIAL CALENDAR
Sunday. November 17
The Mimic Department Chorus
of the Murray Woman's Club
will meet for rehearsal of their
Christmas pr .grain at 2:30 at
the Club House.
•• •
Sunday November 17
The Music Ellepartmere.of Murray Woman's Club will have
a rehearsal for the Christmas
program at 2:30 p. rn. at the
Club House.
• •••

•
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church at 7:30 an the evening.
• •••

Tuesday. November /9
The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will hold
its regular monthly meeting at7:30 p. m.
. • ••
Tuesday, November 19
The Dorcas Cla.ta of the First
Baptist Church will meet at 7:30
in the evening at the Baptist
Student Center. Group II will
be in charge of the program.
, Cs. •

Monday. November 18
Circle III of the WSCS of the
The Alice Waters Circle of
Methodist
Church
will
the First Methodist Church will First
meet in the social hall at 7:30. meet at the home of Mrs. Char,• • • •
les Mason Baker, Norh 10th St.
at. 2:30 in the afternoon. Mrs.
Monday, Nosmber 18
,
Circle No. 4 of WSCS of the Charlie Hale' is the hosteim.
First Methodat Church will meet
••••
in College Sunday School class • The CFW of the First ChristRoom of Church al 730 la m..
ian church will hold a pot luck
• • ••
dinner in the basement of the
The Young Women's class of church
honoring
Tom
the First Baptist Church will
speaker fur the evening. The
meet at 7:30 in he evening at
dinner will be at 6 o'slock.
Mrs James Rodgers is in charge
••••
of the proem.
.e Music Di-partment of the
••
Sitligaaa's.(IMO POI bold
The Alice Wa486;eirikiriliethe
meeting at the Club
Frs..
lidethsebst
Ciurch
will
kiA*i.•"ficer.v.t.-ses are M cadraInt-5
rio-e in the Soeral Hail of the
arl. Chloe, Jonah Darnall, Earl
k,
OsUgialas. David Gowuni.. W -

HEAR HOW

am Cakaaltalii Ed**. Thurmucisi•
; Harold GOAL

CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
HEALS

•

8:15 EACH SUNDAY A.M.
Oa Plage° Station WNE18
• •Iso •
wSIX TV - CHANNEL 8
NASHVILLE
Each Sunday 1:30 P. M.

* •

The Woman's Misisinary Soc.ety of the First Baptist Church
still hold their regular meeting
o. the church from 0 to 2 p.m.
The Eva Wall-eirele of the
\lemi.nal Baptist Church will
'Id an all-day meetng at the
...larch beg ^^ ^g at 9.45 a. m.
pr
. be 'aken trona
Mot- n a ady BoOIC

Locals
Activities

World Of Toys
Woman's World

wosing nine pounds 13 otittegg
at /the-Murray Hkepttal.
•• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Cottlan Futrell,
Rotate 1, Hardin, announce the
birth of a soon, Rodney. Jay,
born November 7, weighing six
pounds, five /
1
2 ounces, at the
Murray Wapiti/IL

By GAY PAULEY

United Press Women's Editor
1685
NEW YORK all —Playthings
for small fry represent a realistic
•• •
,
payoff for many women.
Rost Marie is the name chosen
For it turns out that the world
by Mr. and Mrs. John Daniel
of toys increasingly is woman's
Bloodworth, Benton, tor their
world. . . women have had a hand
new daughter, born at the Murdesign,
in the
manufacture, or
ray 'hospital, November 7
the sale of a goodly chunk of
weighing seven pounds.
the Pa billion dollars worth of
toys which will be sold this
year. The Toy Manufacturers
of the U.S.A. said the figure will
set a record.
- It listed several dozen women
in top jobs in the field — as
AND
designers, president or other
SATURDAY
executive in some of the largest
SIAMESE TWIN; ARE 4—These pretty little girls. 4.-year-old
companies.
sisal by kJ ow* ky WO!!
mesa twins Folkje (left) and Tjitslce De Vries, mark their birthThese included Mrs. B. Alexday in Friesland, the Netherlands. They were separated surgiander, boss of a New York
(Isternatiootal flotindpholos)
cally three years ago.
firm which specializes in dolls
fit for a "10 best dressed" list;
Mrs. Hazelle H. Rollins, partner
with her husband in a Kansas
City company making marionettes; Mrs. Jennie Graves, presMrs. Edward C. Sneed and sad Ma, John Workmtn, was
ithsnt of a Medford, Mass, firm daughter left recntly for the In Murray over the weekend to
specializing in dolls and cos- Philippine Islands to join her .visit his parents and attend the
tumes; Mrs. W. W. Rushton, husband Major Edward Sneed, homecoming game at Murray
president of an Atlanta company
Mrs. Sneed and daughter, Re- State College. Bobby is a junior
which turns out 10,000 stuffed becca, have been staying with in the University of Wisconsin
animals a day; and Mary 13gega her mother, Mrs. Tgnnie Colson School of Engineering at Madvice-president and designed Jot' at 1608 Hamilton
Ave., since ison.
Ideal Toy, world's largest 'doll Major Sneed left for the Philip•• • •
manufacturer.
pines
CONGIATUtATOIT KISS—Actress Ingrid Bergman k kissed by
of
Mrs. Perdew
Mr. and
Shine In Inventions
movie director Federico Fellinl, alter she was personally con•••
Fiangfort. were weekend guests
"But it is in the field of ingratulated in Rome by President Giovanni Gronchl of Italy for
Bobby Worluntn, son of Mr of Mr. and Mrs. J. Matt Sparkvention Where the ladies are
her performance in the Elm, "Anastasia." Miss Bergman, who
man, Wells Blvd, The Perdews
beginning to shine," said Alice
ended her seven-year marriage with Roberto Rosselini in a legal
Nichols. Miss Nichols and her Ohio, into a profitable sideline were in Murray to see the homeseparation, was awarded the -Golden David." the Italian version
coming game of Murray State
partner, Felicia Parker, started of marketing "pup-kits."
sf the Hollywood Oscar.for her acting.flefernational Radiophoto)
Mrs. Perdcw. former
out three years ago' selling a
Mary McSweeney, formerly an College
new word game called "Bali" advertising executive with a Katherine Wicklife of Paduoth
and have expanded into a new Cleveland
department VI o r e. is a graduate of Murray State,
4•H CLUB NEWS
rule — acting as agents for WY created the "It's Me" doll, whose
• 4 • *
and game inventors generally.
By BETTY JUNE CISTRON
features and coloring are similar
* AND
.heels
MTh. Dan Hutson
Mr. and
"About a third of the ideas to that of the small owner.
The Junior 4-H club met on
FulAllmead pus of soled TIMMS
which come in here are from Parent just sends in a photo- and Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Monday. November 11 at 1:00
Memphis this
women," said Miss Nichols. "One graph of tot, and gets in return ton will be in
Pr, Mattie Bell Hays Circle p.m. with the following being ot the things most toy inventors a painted, cardboard likeness, weekend to attend the Ole Mae
University of Tennessee fooball
of the First Methocist asurch elected officers: president, Patsy —man or woman — have in with 10 costumes.
game. The Hutson's children,
WSCS met at the social hall of Lax; vice-president, Shirley Sue common is parenthood. A mother
secretary,
Cherye
Stubblefield:
Ada Sue and Danny plan to visit
'he churelh. Monday es ening.
REDS CLAIM SUPERIORITY
trying to think of a new way
Jane Farris; reporter. Betty OsN ooniber le at 7.30.
ToKyo
— Radio Peiping, Mrs. &WW1 Mc Wherter in Jacktron; song leader, Deborah Cal- to keep junior from underfoot
produces a new idea in toys."
official v oice of Communist son, Tenn. over the weekend.
Mrs. Matt Sparkman. chair- hoon. recreation leader, K
Many
Nichols
Parker
clients
China,
said today the "so-called The group will return toMur•
f the ,circle. opened the St. John.
man
wish merely to sell their idea superiority" of the United States ray on Sunday, Nuverriber 17.
meenr,g wrth prayer. Miss Ruth
• •••
to an established manufacturer over Russia is "definitely gone
MR UNivERSE WINS
Sexton ,was at charge of the
Mr. and Mrs. William Russell
and collect royalties. Others go forever." The "only way open"
subject i.1
the
pngrant on
to the United States is one of Sweatman, Route 6, announce
TEHERAN, Iran itP — The into business for themselves.
itert". The devotional was
"Pup-Kits"
Russians may have run off with
"peaceful co-existence with the the birth of a son, James Rusrven by Mrs. Harry Sparks.
Mrs. Shot Atkinson, a Palm Socialist countries and competi- sell, born November 9, weighthe team title but Tommy Kono
A short business meeting 'was of Sacramento. Calif., won the Beach, Fla. nursery school teach- tion under conditions of peace," ing seven paurils, 13 0(.1(10/.15, at
hold with Mrs. Sparkman prv- most individual gold medals in er collects on a make-believe a broadcast said. "However. in- the Murray Hospital.
•• • •
Lottie &later gave the world weight-lifting cham- loaf of bread, designed for pre- stead of soberly facing reality
Mr. and Mrs. John Winston
ckeang prayer.
poinahips. Kono, who won the school children to "thee."
and revamping U.S. policy, the
WNW
INClusto
Pregut
Hotesses for the meeting were middleweight title Msnday, was
Felt puppets made for her U. S. president 'continues to brag Mitaelli.ws, Sian& else, lanitte ,1
DUNCAN • GARLAND • HAVES
Mrs. Elliot Wear, Stn. Jessie named "Mr. Universe" Wednes- own three children started Mrs. about U.S. military strength," announce the berth of a boy,
Howard Gasaway, of C...lumbus. i; said.
Antony Uwe, born November 4
Jackson. and Miss Lottie Sinter. day.

Assimrsatimirash
2/Waft
TODAY!

PERSONALS

.Vlattie Bell Hays
.41
Church Social Hall

UNCEAD

FURNITURE — NEV. - USED - ANTIQUE

A New Shipment Every Week
104 N. 4th

St.
1

Telephone 1903.
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SPORTSWEAR
SKIRTS by Jantzen

leached

from S I 1 .98

SWEATERS by Jantzen
front 56.98 •
Diana Bowles

pictured in

IMIINUEI a'

•-•

the Cosmetic Department of the new Varsity Shop.
....COSMETICS by REVELON

Jerry Morris, Manager, is pictured above as he holds
and Marx and varsity Town.

one

of his newest suits by

hart -Shaffner

SWEATERS
$8.95 up
by Jantzen and Lord Jeff
SHIRTS
$3.95 toi6.95
by Enro - B.V.D. - Kinsington

•

$5.95 up
SLACKS
Woolens - Cords
SPORT COATS
by Hall Mark
HATS
by Knox and Resistol

,•
,
•ti.,,••••..e•car,.4.6••••••••avre,r.M.
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ACROSS FROM WELLS HALL ON OLIVE
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weialaing nine pounds 13 ounce.
at the Murray Hiospaid.
see.

Murray
owner.

Mr. and Mrs. Cottlan Futrell.
Rage 1, Hardin, announce the
birth of a soon, Rodney
. Jay,
born November 7, weighing six
pounds, five 14 otusces, at the
Murray Hospital

FSE
—
RVICES OFFERED

• • s, •

par word for ems day,
minimum of 17 weeds for
Ido

.

Rost Marie is the name chosen
by Mr. and Mrs. John Daniel
Bloodworth, Benton, tor their
new daugtaer, born at the Murray hospital, November 7
weighing seven pounds,

iiNEddie
TODAY!
AND
SATURDAY

woes Wdal—a mit” Wdoe

BY OWNER, three bedroom
brick
home, beautiful natural
birch
cabinets.
See
at 604 Vine Street
LOOK! l'en Alum storm winor phone I343-W.
.: iivs with Alum hr-rten and one
N16C
.
$189 inatalled. We also Greenfield Fabrics
East .Hwy. 94.
ave the triple Mack. No dawn Suede Flannel
for shirts
meat. Up to 36 months to robes reduced to
39 cents yd.
"Sty. Hume Comfort Co., 18th and Dan River gingham
remnants
Main Street. Ph: f303.
D17C 35 cents yd. Woolens 60 in. wide
$2.50 yd. one week only. • NI
AUTO laibuitANCE, reasonable
rates, no membership involved, 1 of 3 Pointers, Male or female,
Wilson Insur- ace. Mans _areet. 14 mo. Beauties. 1 male 3 years.
Mauch, backs, retrieves, perPlume 321.
TFC fect
•
gun dog. $150. Green Wilson.
Phone 1281.
aia,T TAMALES. Boyce
N15NC
Bumpts,
So. 2nd St., across from Texaco
Bulk Plant. Phone 1659-W after 105 35 feet modern house trailp.m.
N 15P er, oil heater, gas range, sleeps
6 see Johnie Garland,
Dexter.
iiIRD DOG for sale, One four Ky.
N18P
ar old female setter bird dog.
one Remington 2U gauge
...gun, good as new. See TWO-REGISTERED lertay. helfs _nun Ellis at Ellis Popcorn ers. Fresh next month. Artifically
[Ilipany, or call 2192-3 at night. bred. Calfhood vaccinated. Walter
Pritchard. Inquire at Dunham's
N15P
Store at Sedalia.
N18P
-- —
BABY BED. maple finish, inner
spring mattress. Good condition.
Sane 508-XJ. Lee Warren Fox,
!!4 S. 6th.
N16P
APARTMENT FOR RENT: 31 HAVE SEVERAL' good used rooms, private entrance, private
washing machines • pi-iced for bath, ground floor, electric heat.
quick sale. See M. G. Richards Phone 1975 or '1656-3. ' NTF
n. 407 South 8th St., or phone
MODERN Furnished Apartment
N I6C
available now. E. F. Bilbrey
512 Broad St.
N19C
it SHMAN Motor Scooters. Place
).[ur
orders
now.
Excellent SEVEN ROOM House with full
gifts. See M. G. Rich- basement. Gas furnace. Call 700.
Ilicison, or call 74, Murray. N16C
N15C

OU

I

of
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k
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ie34e
ler
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son
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Adenoid pas el NSW TWIN

Lhrtstmas

BIRD DOGS, Pointers and setters 7 ROOM HOUSE, 201 So. Oth.
'tamed.. See John Stamps or Electrically
heated
throughout
call 526-W-I or 1874N16P Call 674. Cappie Beal. N18C

has
sail
en,
isif
ckmd.
:Ur-

SPECIAL
Four Point Heavy
Cattle Barb
80 rd. $8.25 roll
Supply Limited

7.

siell
ince
(usat

FOR RENT

UNCEAD

Mon

GALLOWAY COUNlY SOIL
IMPROVEMENT ASSN. Inc.
E. Main

Phone 207
NI8c

TWO BEDROOM
UNfurnished
apartment. Gas heat. 1102 Pogue.
See Marjorie Huie at Bank of
Murray.
N16C
SEVEN ROOM BRICK house,
automatic heat, newly decorated.
Drew drapes furnished, full size
basement. Priced right to the
right party. Call 1080 after 6
p.m.
N17P
THREE
R 00 M
UNfurnished
apartment. Private bath, near
town. Call. 230.
TFC
THREE

boy.
ec 4

ROOM

apartment with bath and separate rain
coats, hats and umbrellas?
entrances. One block frorrP Col- We
have he answer. Lyon Steel
lege, $30 mu. Phone 721 N18C
coat racks beautifully finished
GARAGE APARTMENT, pitvate In soft harmonizing. Gray Baked
entrance, bath. Electric heat, Enamel. ..a really durable and
Furnished. Nice for three school long laming finis* Constructed
of sturdy, formed square tubular
boys.
300 'Woudlawn.
Phone
uprights: cantilever shelves: skid
1057-W.
N18P
domes' on base to protect floors.
SIX EftWiM house, N. 9th street. The racks with a capacity of
AvailaSle
now.
All
utilities. 12, are equipped with attractive
Bryan Tolley. Call 37 days or hardwood
hangers
with
steel
112 nights.
N 18P hooks. See them now on display
at the ()Woe Supply Department
WISH TO RENT from someone, of
The Daily Ledger & Times.
garage near Woods Hall. Write Phone
56.
TF
Miss Jean Jackson, Woods Hall,
Box 51, stating price and loca- EZELL Beauty
School is offering
tion.
N18P two scholarships this month to
some deserving person. (Complete course free if you can
qualify). Apply in person. Ezell
Beauty Schul. 208 South Sixth
CAR OWNERS. We are provid- street.
N16C
ing family automobile insurance
at 25% below normal mites. Fur- WATCH and
CLOCK repairs.
dum and Thurman insurance, Clifton Paschall,
expert repairsouthside Court Square. Ph. 842 man. See us for
free estimates.
or 847.
TFC

NOTICE

SINGER Sewing machine sales
and service on all makes. Call
before 8:00 or after 4:00. Leon
Hall, phone 934-3.
N16C
Office

cluttered

up

with

coats,

$325
PER MONTH
GUARANTEED
PLUS BONUS EACH WEP!K
BASED ON PRODUCTION
YOU MUST have automobile,
be free to travel Monday
Through Friday. You will
be home every weekend.
Must be available for imrneckmite employment. Experience is not necessary. If
hired. you w.il ationd sales
school. an
i-,yceive field
training at c .mpany expense. See:
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3-Casualty
4-French article
1-Vapor
S-EnglIsh baby
carriage
7—Lamprey
9—gymbol for
telluri.im
9—Place In lino
10—Drinks'
1 I —W ithnut end
16—Entreaty
17-9:at
19—Dtspatch
se-Clenched hand
21-Roman collar
22-Vacates
23-Female horse
Ili-Walking stick
Z.-Vegetable
•
3,1-Oppose4
32—Additional
33—Eggs
35—Repairs
36—Everyon•
39—Clayey earth
39—Singing voice
40—Mohommedan
name
41—Anger
43—Employ
44—Slan's
n1
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,denly 1 wasn't. I wouldn't beg and the park I'd tell Bess. and then
LUE Iti_hiE up toe slope to I ivuuldn't crawl. I had forgotten 1 I'd take care of Barn() Lux.
ward the cabin. his eyes on for a moment. but now 1 remein- I
By the time I reached the pa.i.c.
nie He held the reins in his left bered that he had sent the saddle the sun had been down try two
nand; his right arm hung at his tramp Jones to Dillon's Park.
hours and the moon was up. I
Inlay
- stooer 'Ur -the- -doorway, -"I can talk,"-I said. "You're no } decided the best help I could get
thinking that I coult! shoot Mtn ' gun fighter. You're a busliwacker. for the job ahead was Frank
out of his saddle without running You murdered my father."
Dance.
any chance of getting shot. But I He was surprised at that. He
When I got to his place. Frank
was in bed asleep, but in no time
I didn't try. 1 guess he knew I said: "I didn't kill Joe."
at all he and Kip had saddled up
-Then who did,"
v,ouldn't.
He dismounted and walked to"Barney Lux." Blue said, and and were riding with me to Bess'
ward me, his right arm still hang- grinned. "And he killed Elder house.
We rode most of the way up
ing at his side. His gun was on Smith too. Surprised?"
his left hip. His right arrn was
I was eurprised, all right, but the lane to Bess' house, then we
stopped. We could see a light in
stiff! Vic Toll had said Sammy I tried not to show it.
Blue was as good with his left
"Five hundred dollars for each the house, but not in the bunk.1 ti.,en with his Job," Blue said, "but that's his house. I said, "Bess is up. butt
.
right. But was he? Well, I'd soon way not mine. I work for Run- chances are Lux is asleep. How
about walking in and letting Kip
find out. •
yan. Barney worked for Toll."
As Blue walked toward me, I
Lie couldn't stand it any longer hold the horses here?"
I bad a look at Frank's big
backed up. By the time he I suppose he'd been using up time
reached the doorway. I was stand- i MO that fear woual work on me. square face. but I couldn't tell
mg against the opposite wall of ' and he thought he had waited much in the moonlight. "All right.
the cabin. He stopped, a little long enough. He made his play Be a sight easier if we catch him
bandy-legged man, his left hand ' with his left hand and I made asleep"
We dismounted and walked to
close to the butt of his gun.
mine.
"I'm going to kill you. Munro,"
I never made a smoother, fast- the house, moving quietly and
saying
nothing. I knocked on the
Blue said. "I guess you know er draw, maybe because I knew I
that."
had to, and of course I had the front door, Frank standing a step
I hoped he would make his play advantage of the short barreL I behind me. When the door opened.
then, because the interior of the was way ahead of Blue. He didn't Bess saw who it was and, turning.
cabin was dark compared to the get off a shot. My first bullet said, "Gil. Dave's back."
I wished he was ten miles from
bright sunlight he had been used caught him in the left shoulder
to, and he might have trouble and knocked him back out of the there. Now we were stuck with
him.
He got up from his chair
seeing ma. 1 wanted to start the doorway as cleanly as if he had
ball myself. but I had never been jerked off his feet by an and walked to the door. He was
.drawn a gun against a man when invisible wire. I fired again as he nervous and red in the face. I
I was facing him, and I couldn't fell, the bullet angling through thought at first he was afraid I
intended to tie into hint again,
quite bring myself to do it now. his chest.
but it wasn't that,
I ran out of the cabin and stood
Blue seemed to be in no hurry.
"I'm apologizing for what I
lie stood motionless, staring at over him. His eyes were open, and
said
last Sunday." He held out
lila maybe wgiting for his eyes blood was bubbling out of his
his
hand. "I'm sorry. You done
Iii become accustomed to the thin mouth and running down his chin.
right to take a poke at me."
I .;11t. Or perhaps this was his
"I practiced but not enough,"
I took his hand, so eurpriseci
'• ,". enjoying the cat-and-mouse he said.
that I found it hard to believe
He spoke slowly, whispering the thus was
a he had played with my faactually happening. Fie
- last fall in the lobby of the words, for that was all the had never apologized
to anyone
strength he had. Then he was
I in Buhl.
as
its
far
I knew, but to apoloi had quite a r1(IC,'
, he said dead. his' mouth dropping open. gize to me of all people
was
somev•-aa in town, or l'a his hands going slack in the dust thing that came under the headHIV,
been here sooner. Price rode at his sides. I leaned against the ing of a miracle.
'o get me." He lifted his right 'cabin wall for a time, my knees
"It's all right, Gil," I said. "For[a few inches and dropped it ;weak, blood pounding through my get it."
'd done
to his side. "You didn't think [ body. All the practic ne
"You'll
come home?'
. forget you did this to me, did withhis left hand had not been
"It's up tp Ma."
,41?"
)
'A-enough. Maybe he'd thought he
right."
"All
I didn't answer. Right, from the was ready. Or maybe he knew
I %alma going to waste thus
Moment I'd allot him in Buhl, I'd he'd fail, but still he'd had to try making lip with Oil. First I had
him where
known I'd have to face him again. when Dick Price told
to tell Beim about Barney Lux:
suddenly frantic desire to live 1 was.
then Frank and I were going to
I dropped my gun bark into root him out of the bunkhouse.
elaiked through. my consciousness
and I thought of Kitsy and what holster and dragged Blue's body
Somebody would
it would mean to her if I died inside the'calitn.
Barney Lux Is caught and
come after him when he didn't
Otis way,
jerked tried. Iliiiii does a killer react
"You're scared, sonny," Blue show up at the Rafter 3 I
Said, "You're' scared right down the bridle off hie horse and gave when the tables are turned!
Winchester Don't miee the wiener In toto your gulls. You can't move and him a slap. I got my
from the FAhin and shut the door, morroWs fro.tallment of "DesYoh can't talk."
and started for perate Man."
ed
'I bed been scared; then•sud- then

• on,,
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MRS. ELEANOR ROOSEVELT
ENDORSES AMAZING pew
HEARING INVENTION
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt has now
joined other prominent Americans
and people from all walks of life in
praising a revolutionary new bearing device called "The Listener." "It
certainly heralds • new day for the
hard of hearing," said Mrs. Reesevett recently.
Continuing, she added: "'If people
only knew what a revelation and a
joy The LISTENER is. they would
not for a moment hesitate to wear
one. This is the first hearing aid that
exactly fits my needs. I didn't realiz•
a hearing aid could be as geed
as
this."

PURSE

AALliCATE

PREVEt,

Model
OTARIAN LISTENERS
You Can See The

The Listener - Live

a

4

a.'

YONKERS, N. Y. ,IP - Yonkers Raceway. the nation's largest
harness racing track in both
So widespread Is the interest In this
remarkable new electronic hearing
attendance and pari-mutuel hanachievement, the makers have predle, hoped today for quick agreepared an illustrated booklet iving
ment on a new purse formula
full details. Those inte
way
with the Standardbred Owners-. obtain •free copy foams
Association. Many owners individually boycotted the track • Large Stock
for three weeks last summer'
when the track refused to in- • Immediate Delivery
crease purse money.
1958 Thinline

sis,

I—Everyone

22

Mr. lndermark
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Monday, Nov. 18th
Hall Hotel
41 Mayfield, Kentucky

AGREE ON

e

DOWN

4
04

He said that while the corporation tax rate appears to be
&Mien per cent ,
actually is
only 3.36' to 3.5 per cent after
federal' taxes are deducted by
corporations.
Many states competing with
Kentucky in attracting new industry do not allow deduction
of federal taxes. Zimmersan said
that it was difficult to explain
to small industries seeking locations in Kentucky that the effective corporate tax rate is no
higher than in oher states.
Zimmerman proposed that the
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General Assernbely eliminate the
federal deduction and list Kentucky's crporate tax rate It

My family and I wish to
express our sincere thanks to
our friends who have been so
around 3.5 per cent.
wonderfully nice to us during
my illness and. convalescence.
LOUISVILLE
— The KenFor the many beautiful flowers, tucky Chamber of Commerce
cards and gifts we say a special announced Wednesday it plans
,
to seek revision of Kentucky's
thank you.
Our highest regards to Ds. corporate income tax law by
J. L. Hopson and the Murray the 1958 General Assembly.
Hospital Staff.
J. C. Zimmerman, director of
To those who extended a
industrial development for the
helping hand in any way.
chamber, said the apparent highMay God bless you all.
'Cr
r corporate tax rate in Ken,
Mrs. Kirby Hesford
tucky is scaring neindust
vi:
ries
away from the -slate. ' •

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

47—The cairn*
48—Doctrines
49—Man's name
60—Solar disk

y.

Tax Law May
Be Revised

Mr. June Treas & Children
The Miller Children

31—Perform
Ll—Possessivis
pronoun
23—S-shaped
molding
24—Trade Unica
(abbr.)
25—Additiona1
26—Nautical:
cease'
27—Wideawakis
119—T•ricish
regiment
40—Make amends
41—Sick
42—Protuberance
45—Conduct

al
II 7
/3
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CARD OF THANKS

CARD OF THANKS
We the family of Mrs. June
Treas wish to express our sincere thanks and appreciation. for
the help and kindness rendered
us through the shat.ailInesaaa
our wife and mother whopassed
away November 8, 1857.
Especially do avet thank Dr.
Hahs and the wonderful nurses
at the hospital who did their
best to make her comfortable,
to the pastor, Walter Hill, for
his kind words of comfort and
Vestor Orr and his wife for
their good singing, the pallbearers, the beautiful floral offerings. Also do we thank the
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
for their splendid service and
the many friends for the gi,,,c1
foodd they served.
May --- God's richest -blessings
rest upon each and everyon,•
you.
.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1—Sea In Aida
6—Barracuda
9—Man's
ni,Inam•
it—Insects
12—Woody plant
te—Monetary unit
of Bulgaria
15-100,000 rupees
16—Toll
17—Plunge
1S—Mohanirnsdaa
religion
20—Keener
21-Buy back
22-Underground
worker
24—Genus of
grasses
25—erate
26- II, brew month
25-Musical
organization
29—Sourt forth
SO—Mature

Bogard,
N16C

DEAD STOCK
removed free.
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
days a week. Call long distance
collect, Mayfield 433, Union City
1305,

So ow lased foe *vie days.
MailliOned ado are payobl• Po advert**.
•

FOR SALE

Jewelry, Troy

Each

SHE

MUNI

titItt

TERMITES
SAM

PLEASE SEND
FREE BOOKLET

natired-

Keno,

TATE
Hearing Center

Photo. dal
A LOVELY SKIN - Isn't that •
lovely display of akin? It's
ermine, made into a Bikini and
shown at a big fur show in
Los Angeles.
(international,

5:35 p.m.

on Channel 6
— -

+N.!:1••t.L I 11.1N

-LJCil lased and

Wed. at

Control
Kelley's Pest

5 1 7 K,
,.... ....

A.e. Paducah, Ky.
•• ....

,,..

Name

I

Address

MURRAY LOAN CO. 1
506 W.
Tolephone

City

Main St.
136
"YOUR ROMF-LNWNED LOAN CO.'
•••/.

by Ernie Bushmillor

AUNT FRITZI IS
GETTING FAT-THINK I'LL BUY
HER THAT

HOPE
THIS
WORKS

IT NEVER
FAILS

OKAY, LULU--- SHE'S
GONE
N/OU
CAN COME
UP NOW
E,R
—„esi/EAIL/£51A4/.LL

AMAZING
REDUCING
TONIC

MIME an' SLATS

by Rainbows Van Saran
ALL
,
SLATS,'

Ott., HERE'S THE PITCH. YOU
AND #11E TAKE TURNS, AUNT A88IE,
WATCHING AsOR8i0A
DAWN'S DOOR -ALL
NISNT. THAT WAY
WE'LL BE ABLE
TO CHECK OW
HER COMINGS
AND GOINGS'

1.14ER THAT N GMT.
WELL?

IF 5HE'5
BUDGED, SHE
MOSTA HIRED A
MOUSE
COVER UP
FOR HER. NOPE ,
AUNT ABM- SHE'S
STILL IN 14FR
ROOM '

r

L1L' ABNER

by Al (app
IF I HEY \
DON'T
SHOW
UP,
SADIE
HAWKINS
DAY IS
OFT!!

REI.

TN'LADIES'BROTHERHOOD.-THis
DOGPATCM,IS WHO!!
/5 Thr
WE AIM'," r() MAKE "&)A
RATTIEST
HONORARY CITIZEN!!
PART0'
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WOMEN'S PAGE

•

Weddings
'Club News

Lochie Landolt, Editor

Locals
Activitie.

Telephone 1685

SOCIAL CALENDAR
ithureh at 7:30 in the evening.
• • 4...•
_ Tuesday. ,Neeranber 19
• The Music Department a the
Murray Woman's Club will hold
regular rnonehiy I-swathes at
7:30 p. in.
•• • •

Sunday. November 17
"
The Music Department Chorus
of the Murra4 Woman
Club
wiil meet for rehearsal of their
Christmas program at 2:30 at
the Club House.
--=••
=
•• •
Sunday November 17 The 74usac Ellepartmerst sot Murray Woman's Club veal have
/I' rehearsal for the Christmas
program at 2:30 p. m. at the
Club House.

Tuesday, November 19
The Dort-es Class of the First
,
. at 7:30
Etap•zst Church will rnes.
in the evening a: the Baptist
Student Center. Group 11 will
be in charge of the progr-am.
• e ••

••

Monday. November 18
Circle III of the WSCS of the
The ALice Waters Circle of
will
Church
Methodist
the First Methodist Ouiroh will First
meet in the social hall at 7:30. meet at the home of Mrs. Charles Mason Baker, Norh 10th St.
•• ••
a: 2:30 in the afternoon. Mrs.
Monday, Novmber 18
• is the hos:esa.
Circle No. 4 of WSCS of the Charlie
Firsi Methodat Churtgo %all' Meet
in College Sunday School class
Room of Church at 7:30 p. in.

S*
The CFW of the First Christian church will hold a pot luck
•
••
dinner in the basement of the
The Young Women's class of ,,,,urre
ejnoemg
Tom
Hage
the First Baptist Church will speaker. far the evening. The
meet at 7130 m he evening
24---4 dinner will be at 6 o'slock.
Mrs. Jarr.
Rodgers is in charge,
• • • •
of :he pngnn
The Mus:c Department of the
-W4111141111.
4
4014 hold
• The Alice WalallObirilakii
nweving eit the Club
F:rS7.
Methodist
Ceuren
vi
House, Filoseesties are Meediaznes
mee: in the Soeral Hail of the
9111 Crouse. Josiah Darnall, Earl
••••
DAIBLItat lavid Gowan:, William Cliamilig, Edwin Thurehold,
HEAR HOW
Harold Gish.

CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE —
HEALS -

8:15 EACH SUNDAY A.M.
Oa Radio Station WNB8
• also •
WSIX TV - CHANNEL 8
NASHVILLE
Each Sunday 1:30 P. M.

Winian's Missionrry Soto"
iety of tlte First Baptist Church
will hold Otheir regular meeting
at the-chulch from 0 to 2 pm• • ••
The Eva Wait Circle of the
Memorial Baptise. Church will
_id an all-day meetng at the
,-:11arch beginning at 9:45 a. m,
program w,. be :aken from
Meeirun Sorely Boole

WIGGINS
FURNITURE — NEW - USED - ANTIQUE

A New Shipment Every Week
104 N. 4th St.

Telephone 1903

World Of Toys
Woman's World

weighing nine pounds 11 omens
at the Murray lhanietal.
• ••
MT. and Mrs. Cottlan- Futrell,
Route 1, Hardin, announce the
birth of a slain, Rodney Jay,
born November 7, %wiggling six
pounde, five lib ounces, at Be.
Murray Ilutipital.

By GAY PAULEY
United Press Women's Editor
—Playthings
forNE
sm
Wall YfOryRKreprt
represent
realistic
payoff for many women.
For it turns out that the world
of toys increasingly is woman's
world... women have had a hand
in the design, manufacture, or
the sale of a goodly chunk of
billion dollars worth of
the l
toys which will be sold this
year. The Toy Manufacturers
of the U.S.A. said the figure will
set a record.It listed several dozen women
in top jobs in the field — as
designers,. president or other
executive in some of the largest

•
•
•••••...
'
4•••••••••••=•••••••••••••...1.0•M•••••••••MI.01•••••10•11=0•0=
1 .
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•
FRIDA

•• • •
Rost Marie is the name chosen
by Mr. and Mrs. John Daniel
Bloodworth, Benton, tor their
new daughter, born at the Murray hospital, November 7
weighing seven pounds.

AimmmmmN

Mae
SAM'S& TWINS ABS 4—These pretty little girls, 4-year-old
mess twins F'ollije (left) and 'Tjitake De Vries, mark their birth.
comh
T pe
a:eiesincluded Mrs. B. Alexday in Friesland, the Netherlands. They were separated surgiander, boss of a New York
fhstereatioreal floundpkotoir)
cally three years ago.
firm which specializes in dolls
fit for. a "10 best dressed" list;
Mrs. Haaelle H. Rollins, partner
with her husband in a Kansas
City company making marionettes; Mrs. Jennie Graves, presMrs. Edward C. Sueed and and Mrs. John Workmtn, was
int of a Medford, Mass, firm daughter left reently fs'ir the in Murray over the weekend to
specializing in dolls and cos- Philippine Islands to join her visit his parents and attend the
tumes; Mrs. W. W. Rushton, husband Major Edward Sneed. homecoming game at Murray
president of an Atlanta company
Mrs. Sneed and daughter, Re- State College. Bobby is a junior
which turns out 10,000 stuffed beton, have been slaying with in the University f Wiscort.stin
animals a day; and Mary Boilik her mother, Mrs. Tenme Colson School of Engineering at Madvice-president and designed ,,for at 1608 Hamilton
Ave., since Abort.
Ideal Toy, world's largest *doll Major Sneed left for the Philip•• • •
manufacturer.
pines
bagrid Bergman is kissed by
CONGRATULATORY
of
Mrs. Perdew
Mr. and
Shine
In
Inventions
conpersonally
•••
movie director Federico Fellini, after she was
Frangfort, were weekend guests
of
in"But
it
is
in
the
field
Italy
for
of
Gronchl
gratulated in Rome by President Giovanni
Bobby Workmtn, son of Mr of Mr. and MTS. J. Matt Sparkvention where the ladies are
her performance in the film, "Anastasia." Miss Bergman, who
man, Welts Blvd. The Perdews
shine,"
said
Alice
beginning
to
legal
Rosselini
in
a
Roberto
with
marriage
seven-year
ended her
Nichols. Miss Nichols and her Ohio, into a profitable sideline were in Murray to see the homeseparation, was awarded the "Golden David.* the Italian version
coming game of 'Murray State
partner, Felicia Parker, started of marketing "pup-kits."
ef the Hollywood Oscar,for her acting.(hiaileekttional Radiophoto)
Mary McSweeney, formerly an College. Mrs. Perdew. former
out three years ago selling a
new word game called "Bali" advertising executive with a Katherine Wicklife of Paducah,
and have expanded into a new Cleveland
department stor e, is a graduate a Murray State,
4-H CLUB NEWS
rule — acting as agents for toy created the "It's Me" doll, whose
• * • *
and game inventors generally.
features and coloring are simila:r
By BETTY JUNE 'OSTROW
Mis. Dan Hutson
Mr. and
' "About' a third of the ideas to _that of the Aniall ow
elb•rnet on
-Thee
litreoltetery Ful—Ilitr—aritrare
From
which
come
in
here
Parent
just
sends
in
a
photoMonday. November 11 at 1:00
ton will be in Memphis this
uomen," said Miss Nichols. "One graph, of tot, and gets in return
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle p.m. with the following being of the things most toy inventors a painted, caedboard likeness, weekend to attend the Ole Miss
University of Tennessee fooball
of the Fira. Methixist Church elected officers: president,' Patsy —man or woman — have in with 10 costumes.
game. The Hutson's children,
WSCS met at the social hall of Lax; vice-president, Shirley Sue common is parenthood. A mother
Ada Sue and Danny plan to visit
'he church. Monday evenang, Stubblefield; secretary. Chery e trying to think of a new way
REDS CLAIM SUPERIORITY
Jane Farris: reporter. Betty Osin JackNovember 11. at 7.30.
from underfoot
TOKYO t — Radio Peiping, Mrs. Ernina Mc Varner
keep
junior
to
tron; song leader. Deborah Calproduces a new idea in toys."
official voice of Communist son, Tenn. over the weekend.
Mrs. Matt Sparkman. chair- hoon; recreation leader, Karen
toMurMany Nichols - Parker clients China, said today the "so-called The group will return
man .of the circle, opened the St. John.
November 17.
wish merely to sell their idea superiority" of the United States ray on Sunday.
• • ••
meeting with prayer. Miss Ruth
to an established manufacturer over Russia is "definitely gone
- MR. UNIVERSE. WINS
Sexton was in charge of the
Mr. and Mrs. William Russell
and collect royalties. Others go forever." The "only way open"
if
on
the subject
Pr,'gram
to the .United States is one of SN•'estman, Route 8, announce
TEHERAN, Iran V' — The into business fur themselves.
"Youth". The devotional wee
'Pup'Kits"
"peaceful co-existence with the the birth of a ern, James RusRussians may have run off with
g:en by Mrs. Harry Sparks.. ' the team title but Tommy Kono
Mrs. Shot Atkinson, a Palm Socialist countries and competi- sell, born November 9, weighA short taisiness meeting 'was' of Sacramento. Calif., won the Beach, Fla. nursery school teach- tion under conditions of peace," ing seven pounds. 13 ounces, at
held with Mrs. Sparkman pre- most individual gold medals in er collects on a make-believe a broadcast said. "However, in- the Murray Hespital.
••••
siding. MISS LoLue Sumter gave the world weight-lifting cham- loaf of bread, designed for pre- stead of soberly facing reality
Mr. and Mrs. John Winston
pionships. Kono, who won the school children to "slice."
and revamping U.S. policy, the
Lhe •clutirref prayer.
Felt puppets made for her U.S. president continues to brag Mara& sus's, Simi...rea, Rasge .1
Hoteens for the meeting were middleweight title Monday, was
Mrs. Elliot Weer, M. Jessie named "Mx. Universe" Wednes- own three children started Mrs. about U. S. military strength," arinssunce the birth of a boy.
Howard Gasaway, of Columbus, i: said.
Antony Lewes, born November 4
Jackson. and Miss Lottie Suites. day.
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Jerry Morris, Manager, is pictured above as he holds one of his newest suits by liars -Shaffner__ •

pictured in the Gr-metic Department of the new Varsity Shop.
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SWEATERS
$8.95 ciip,
by Jantzen and Lord Jeff
SHIRTS
$3.95 to $6.95
by Enro - B.V.D. - Kinsington
$5.95 up
SLACKS
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)vExigi 15, 1957
weigoung tans pounds 13 SUMS
at the bknssry flluapdtal.
•• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Cottlan Futrell.
Route 1, Hardin, announce the
birth of a soon, Rodney. Jay,
born November 7, weighing six
putaids, five as ounces, at Due
hituraay liospitaL

Murray
owner.

9* par word for an. day.
etlaissisist of 17 words far

FOR SALE

AmommomihN,
riiraight
TODAY!
Awe.. bp lay...a mate ly41t!

-

BY OWNER, three bedroom
brick
home, beautiful natural birch
cabinets. See at 604 Vine Street
or phone 1343-W.
N16C
Greenfield Fabrics East Hwy.
p.
Suede Flannel .for shirts
!Rid
robes reduced to 39 cents
yd.
Dan River gingham remnants
35 4ents yd. Woolens 60 in.
wide
$2.50 yd. one week only.. N16C
I of 3 Pointers, Male or
female,
14 mo. Beauties. 1 male 3
years.
*tauch, backs, retrieves, perfect gun dog. $150. Green Wilson.
Phone 1281.
N15NC

)0K! Ten Alum storm winws with Alum screen and one
Jr, $189 installed. We also
.ve the triple tack. No down
ilio•menit. Op to 36 months to
!Ry. Hume Comfort Co., 18th and
11411,..Street. Ph. 1344.
AUTO UstsuitANCE, reasonable
fates, no membership involved,
Wilson
oca. Mani
Phone 321.
TFC
•

HOT TAMALES. Boyce Bumpis,
So. 2nd St., across from Texaco
Pima. Phone 1659-W after 1955 35 feet modern house trailrn.
N15P er, oil heater, gas range, sleeps
6 see Johnie Garland, Dexter,
BIRD DOG for 'sale. One four Ky.
N18P
,e,ar old female setter bird dog.
AL, one Remington 20 gauge
,h%.tgun, good as new. See TWO REGISTERED Jersey heifShanon Ellis at Ellis Popcorn ers. Fresh next month. Artifically
ed
: Calfhood vaccinated. Walter
Company, or call 2192-J at night. bred
Pritchard, Inquire at Denham's
N15P Store
at Sedalia
N18P
-- BABY SED, maple finish, inner
spring mattress. Good condition.
ibi•ne 508-XJ. Lee Warren Fox,
94 S. 8th.
N 16P
APARTMENT FOR RENT: 3HAVE .SEVERAL good used rooms, private entrance, private
wa.hing machines priced for bath, ground floor, electric heat.
uics sale. See U. G. Richard- Phone 1975 or 1856-J.
NTF
407 South 8th St., or phone
MODERN Furnished Apartment
N16C available
now. E. F. Bilbrey
_
512 Broad St.
N19C
-a1MAN Motor Scooters. Place
SEVEN
ROOM
orders
now.
House with full
Excellent
anas gifts. See M. G. Rich- basement. Gas furnace. Call 700.
-111713C1:1) DOGS, pointers and setters 7 ROOM HOUSE, 201 So. fah.
heated
See John Stamps or Electrically
throughout
"%28-W-1 or 1874
N18P Call 674. Cappie Beal.
N18C

EF-OR RENT

of
its
we

VOCdoo

irate

Wornan

ier
att,
ite,
*

AND*

Sessieleau if mind

MINK

TWO BEDROOM UNftlrnished
apartment. Gas heat-. 1102 Pogue.
See Marjorie Huic at Bank of
Murray.
N16C

. PEC1AL
Four Point Heavy
Cattle Barb
'4
80 rd. $8.25 roll

keell
in

SEVEN ROOM BRICK house,
automatic heat, newly decorated.
Draw drapes furnislied, full size
basement. Priced right to the
right party. Fall 1080 after AI
p.m.
N17P

Supply Limited-

UNDEM)

ston
,1
boy.
ec 4

CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL
taiPROVEMENT ASS'N,
E. Mai*
Phone 207
NI8c

A

E D.

ow Ord fee Kim
laYe.

R 00 M

Celle*MINI elle ere Ifelfelffe
•

NOTICE

SINGER Sewing machine sales
and service on all makes. Cull
before 8:00 or after 4:00. Leon
Hall, phone 934-J.
N113C
Office cluttered

up

with

coats,

$325
PER MONTI*
GUARANTEED
PLUS BONUS EACH WEEK
BASED ON PRODUCTION
YOU MUST have autoinobile,
be free to travel Monday
through Friday. You .will
be home every weekend.
Must be available for immediate employment. Experience is not necessary. If
nerod, you wit attend sales
school . an.
Leld
training at c anpany expense. See:

ef The MAC-L[11141B
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34-Everyone

General Assembely eliminate the
federal deduction and list Kentucky's corporate tax rate Et
around 3.5 per cent.
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41-Anger
43-IF:mploy
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MRS. ELEANOR ROOSEVOX
ENDORSES AMAZING INW
HEARING INVENTION
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt has now
joined other prominent Americans
and people from all walks of life in
praising • revolutionary new hearing device called "The Listener." "It
certainly heralds • new day for the
hard of hearing," said Mrs. Ronanreit recenUY.
Continuing, she added: "If people
only knew what • revelation
a
joy The LISTENER is, they and
would
not for a moment hesitate to wear
one. This is the first hearing kid that
exactly fits my needs. I didn't realise
• hearing aid could be as good
as
this."

YONKERS, N. Y.
Yonkers Raceway, the nation's largest
harness racing track in both
So widespread is the Interest in this
remarkable new electronic hearing
attendance and pari-mutuel hanachievement
, the makers have predle, hoped today for quick agreepared an illustrated bools
tifbring
ment on a new purse formula
fall details. Those inter
nay
with. the Standardbred Owners., obtain a free copy Iron's
Association. Many owners individually boycotted the track • Large Stock
for three weeks last summer
when the track refused to in- • Immediate Delivery
crease purse money.
1958 Thinline

Model
OTARIAN LISTENERS

lres Can See The
The Listener - Live

PREVEt.

Each

TRUMP
1.1411.1i.

PLEASE SEND
FREE BOOKLET
,

also Insured5ast. Kelley

TATE
Hearing Center

nos.. *Al

Control
Kelley's Pest

51 7

Address

MURRAY LOAN CO. 1

City

_

by

CHAPTER 2:1
•d,nly I wasn't. I wouldn't beg and the park I'd tell Bess. and the-,
RODE up toe slope to- I wouldn't crawl. I had forgotten I'd take care of Barney Lux.
" ward the cabin his eyes on for a moment.. but now I remeinBy the time I reached the 1.0.1<.
.• He held the reins in his left , bered that he had mint the saddle the sun had been down 0.• two
has right arm bung at his tramp Jones to Dillon's Park.
hours and the moon war up I
te. I stood In the doorway.I .. 71 can talk." 1 seed, "You're no decided the best help 1 cuuld get
bushwac
think-in g'-that-1
ker. for' the job ahead was Frank
ntriiCr ihOrit
nit of hut saddle without ninning You murdered my father."
Dance.
He was surprised at that. He
When I got to his place. Frank
any chance 01 getting shot. But
was in bed asleep, but in no time
1 didn't try. I guess he knew I said: "I didn't kill Joe."
"Then who did?"
at all he and Kip had saddled up
wouldn t.
He dismounted and walked to"Barney Lux." Blue said, and and were riding with me to Bean'
ward me, his right arm still hang- grinned. "And he killed Elder house.
We rode most of the way up
ing at his side. His gun was on Smith too. Surprised?"
his left hip. His right arm was
I was surprised, all right, but the lane to Bess' house, then we
stopped.
We could see a light in
.iffl Vic Toll had said Sammy I tried not to show it.
Nile was as good with his left
"Five hundred dollars for each the house, but not in the bunkhouse.
I
said, "Bess is up, out
been with his job." Blue said, "but that's his
right. But was he? Well. I'd soon way, not mine. I work for Run- chantcs are Lux is asleep. How
about walking in and letting Kip
find out.
yan. Barney worked for Toll."
As I1IU walked toward me, "I
He couldn't stand it any longer bold the horses here
I tad a look at Frank's big
'eked up. By the time he I suppose he'd been using up time
leaeheil the doorway, I was stand- ISO that feat would work on me, square face, but I couldn't tell
much
in the moonlight. "All right.
against the opposite wall of arid he thought he had waited
the cabin. He stopped, a little long enough. He made his play Be a sight easier if we catch him
bandy-legged man, his left hand with his left hand and I made asleep."
We dismounted and walked to
close to the butt of his gun.
mine.
"I'm going to kill you. Munro,"
I never made a smoother, fast- the house, moviffg quietly and
Blue said. -1 guess you know er draw, maybe because I knew I saying nothing. I knocked on the
that."
had to, and of course I had the front door. Frank Mai-sang a step
I hoped he would make his play advantage of the short barrel. I behind me. When the door opened,
because the interior of the was way ahead of Blue. He didn't Bess saw who it was and, turning,
'ifl was dark compared to the get off a shot My first bullet said, "Gil, Dave's back."
I wished he was ten miles from
blight sunlight he had been used caught him in the left shoulder
there. Now we were stuck with
-To. and he might have trouble and knocked him back out of the
seeing me. I wanted to start the doorway as cleanly as if he had him. He got up from his chair
ball myself, but I had never been jerked off his feet by an and walked to the door. He was
'Ii awn a gun against a man when invisible wire. I fired again as he nervous and red in the fare.
I was facing him, and I couldn't fell, the bullet angling through thought at first he was afraid I
intended to tie into him again,
quite bring myself to do it now. his chest.
but it wasn't that.
Blue seemed to be in no hurl%
I ran out of the cabin and stood
"I'm apologizing for what I
Ile stood motionless, staring at over ritin. His eyes were Open, and said last Sunday."
He held out
nie. maybe waiting fat his eyes blood was bubbling out of his his hand. "I'm
sorry. You done
to become fl((•j
to
thin mouth and running down his chin. right to take a poke
at me."
"I practiced but not enough,"
Ii -it. Or perhaps this Wail his
I took his hand, so surprised
". enjoying the at -and-mouse he saih.
that
I
found
it
hard
to believe
lie spoke sloady, whispering the this was actually
he had played with my fahappenlrig. He
• last fall in the lobby of the %vord.. for that was all the had never apologized to anyone
th he had. Then he was as far as
I in Buhl.
I knew, but to apolohad quite a ride." he said dead, hls mouth dropping open. gize to me of all people was someslack in the dust
finally.
was in town. or I'd his hands going
thing
that
came under the headhave been here sooner. Price rode at his sides. I leaned against the ing of a miracle.
in to get me." He lifted his tight cabin wall for a time, my knees
"It's all right. Gil," said. "Foraria a few inches and droppfd.it ;weak, blood pounding through my get it."
ha, k to his side. "You didn't think body. All the practising he'd done
"You'll come home?"
1>1 forget you did this to me, did withhis left hand had not been
"It's up to Ma."
i'enough. Maybe he'd thought he
you"
"All
right."
adv. Or maybe he knew
I didn't answer. Right from the
I ansn't going to waste time
try
to
had
he'd
still
'but
Moment I'd shot him in Buhl, I'd he'd fail,
where making up with all. First I had
known I'd have to face him again. when Dick Price told him
to tell Fleas about Barney Lux:
was.
8Ii•I'"fly frantic desire to live I
then Frank and I were going to
back
-gun
my
dropped
compel-4%4
t
1We
rd through- my
body root him out of the bunkhouse.
and I thongbt of Kitsy and What holster awl dragged Blue's
It wina mean to her If I died inside the cabin. Somebody would
Kerney Lux ts caught and
'conic after him when he didn't
this way.
- I
up ut the Rafter S. I jerked tried Illou di,es a killer remit
.tiovi•
Blue
sonny,"
acared,t
You're
off his horse and gave when the tablee are turned!
4.4". "You're scared right down the bridle
Winchester Oon't miss the simmer In to%lair guts. You can't move and Iiim a slap. I got My
and shut the door, rnorrou'• in•tallment of "DesPoi can't talk."
• from the cabin
Idled up and started far perate Man."
bar! been scared; then sud• jlien

Ky
Ave. Paducah, Ky.
.. ,ms.t.
.....
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Name

506 W. Main $t.
Telephone 13C
"YOUR HOMS-CWNED LOAN CO.'

•t.

at 5:35 p.m.

on Channel 6
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TERMITES

A lOYELY SKIN - Isn't that a
lovely display of skin? It's
ermine, made into a Bikini and
shown at a big fur show in
Los Angeles. (Intense:tonal).

Wed.

-

NANC"I'

.

.

38-Clayey earth
39-Singing voice
40-Mohnmmedan

al
./ uskl. rwrs 0,•6000. iS

publish.d
LiyadaCide-

ON

carriage

7-Lamprey
1-syrntini for
telluthim
11-Place in line
10-Drinks
1l-Witheut end
IC-Entreety
17-Eat
19-Dispatch
20-Clenched hand
21-Roman collar
12-Vacates
23-Female horse
25-Walking stick
2,-Vegetable
39-Soil
•
3a-opposed
22-Addltronal
13-Eggs

1-Everyone

8

AGREE

3-Casualty
4-French article
6-Vapor
6-English baby

DOWN

/3

is

He said that while the corporation tax rate appemak.Zo he
Set en per cent it actually is
only 3.36 to 3.5 per cent after
federal taxes are deducted by
corporations.
Many states competing with
Kentucky in attracting new industry do not allow deduction
of federal taxes. Zimmersan said
that it was difficult to explain
to small industries seeking locations in Kentucky that the effective corporate tax rate is no
higher than in oher states.
Zimmerman proposed that the
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4.2-Itzututteranza
45-Conduct
46-Skill
47-The mama'
43-Doctrines
49-Man's name
50-Solar disk

Mar

My family and I wish
express our sincere thanks
our friends who have been so
wonderfully nice to us during
my -illness and convalescence. •
LOUISVILLE hUt - The KenFor the many beautiful flowers, tucky Chamber of Commerce
cards and gifts we say a special announced Wednesday it plans
to seek revision of Kentucky's
thank you.
Our highest regards to Tit. corporate income tax law by
J. L. Hopson and the Murray' the 1958 General Assembly.
•
Hospital Staff.
J. C. Zimmerman, director of
To those who extended' a
industrial development for the
helping hand in any way.
chamber, said the apparent highMay God bless you all.
er corporate tax rate in KenMrs. Kirby Hesford
tucky is scaring new industries
away from the state.. •

lAfT

PILSe!

20-Keener
21-Buy back
23-Underground
worker
24-Genus of
grasses
25-Crate
26-Hebrew month
23- Musical
organization
29-Spurt forth
20-Mature

Tax Law May
to'Be
Revised
to

SA
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0\R T A L

37-Wideawake
39-Turkish
regiment
40-Voke amends

13-Mohammedan
religion

i

AM

14.

ni.rE

Shop

31-Perform
32-roasessive
pronoun
fl-S-shaped
molding
24-Trade Union
(abbr.)
55-Additional
36-Nautical:

12-Insects
12-Woody plant
14-Monetary unit
of Bulgaria
15-100.000 rupees
16-Toll
17-Plunge

at

NI8c

h.'

ACROSS
1-Sea In Asia
6-Barracuda
9-Man's
nicknaM41
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CARD OF...THANKS

Answer to Yester0ay's Puzzle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

alia

UNfurnished

Fri m th.
Ca Distributed by King Fasusies
r,

CARD OF THANKS
We the family of Mrs. June
Treas wish to express our sincere thanks.and appreciation for
the help and kindness rendered
us through the short illness of
our wife and mother who passed
away _November 8,1957.
Especially do we thank Dr.
Hahs and the wonderful nurses
at the hospital who did tpeir
best to make her comfortable,
in the pastor, Walter Hill, for
his kind words of comfort and
Vestor Orr and his wife for
their good singing, the pallbearers, the beautiful floral offerings. Also do we thank the
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
for their splendid service and
the many friends for the g.,,o
foodd they served.
May God's richest blessings
rest upon each and everyone of
you.
Mr. June Trees & Children
The Miller Children

/. 23

Mr. indermark
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Monday. Nov. 18th
Hall Hotel
Mayfield, Kentucky

OVERHOLSER'S now Wester*
thollitir

r tem 10- Wit

.ord Jeff
$3.95 to $6.95
Kinsington

Bogard,
N16C

DEAD STOCK removed free.
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
days a week. Call long distance
collect, Mayfield 433, Onion City
1305.
47.1

&deem*.

apartment with bath and separate rain coats,
hats and umbrellas?
entrances. One block from Col- We have
the answer.'Lyon Steel
lege, $30 mo. Phone 721 N18C coat
racks beautifully finished
GARAGE APARTMENT, private in soft harmonizing. Gray Baked
entrance, ball?. Electric heat, Enamel .. a really durable and
Furnished. Nic -for three school long lasting finis" Constructed
boys. 300 'Woodlawn. Phone of sturdy, formed square tubular
uprights; cantilever shelves; skid
1057-W.
N18P domes
on base to protect floors.
SIX ROOM house, N. 9th street. The racks with a capacity of
Available
now. All
utilities. 12, are equipped with attractive
Bryan Tolley. Call 37 days or hardwood
hangers with
steel
112 nights.
N18P hooka. See them now on display
at the Ofifce Supply Department
WISH TO RENT from someone, of The
Daily Ledger & Times.
garage near Woods Hall, Write Phone 55.
TF
Miss Jean Jackson, Woods Hall,
B••x 51, stating price and loca- EZELL Beputy
School is offering
tion.
N18P two scholarships this month to
some deserving person. (Complete course free if you can
qualify). Apply in person. Ezell
Beauty Schol. 208 South Sixth
CAR OWNERS. We are provid- street.
N16C
ing family automobile insurance
at 25% below normal rates. Pur- WATCH and CLOCK
repairs.
dom and Thurman Inaurancs, Clifton Paschall.
expert repairsouth:rade Court Square. Ph. 842 man. See us for free
estimates.
or 847.
TFC

THREE HO0)4
UNturnished
apartment. Private bath, near
town. Cell 230.
TFC
THREE

suits by Hari -Shaffner

Jewelry, Troy

FSERVICES OFFERED

••• •
•
Rost Marie is the name chosen
by Mr. and Mrs. John Daniel
Bloodworth, Benton, tor their
new daughter, born at the Murray hospital, November
weighing seven pounds.

AND
SATURDAY

TKE LEDGER 11 TINES - IIIIRRAT, KENTUCKY

Ernie Bus/miller

OKAY, LULU --- SHE'S
GONE -- - YOU
CAN COME
UP NOW

AUNT FRITZI IS
GETTING FAT--I THINK I'LL BUY

H E R_THAT

-711VSATA:472.Lill*.a

AMAZING

REDUCING
TONIC

ABBIE an' SLATS
ALL RIGHT,
;

O.K., HERE'S THE DITCH, YOU
AND ME TAKE TURNS, AUNT ANSE
WATCHING MORBIDA
DAWN'S DOOR-ALL
NIGHT, THAT YVAY
WE LL BE ABLE
TO CHECK ON
HER COMINGS
AND GOINGS

LATER, NAT N*1-17.

r,F sHEs

by Raeburs Vas Bores

BUDGED, SHE
MUSTA HIRED A
MOUSE T COWER UP
FOR HER. NODE,
AUNT ABM -SHES
57.111. IN 14Elt
L:00M

LIL' ABNER
by Al Capp
IF IRE'?

RE L AA!!
THAT
HERE
GLORIOUS,
COME
PRIMITIVE TH" FUST.7 CREATURE
IS WAITING'
FOR ME.17

DON'T
5F-IOW
UP,
SADIE
HAWKINS
DAY IS
OFF"

604SRI
wi-Pomp
ARE
YOU?

LADES'BROTHERK000,
DOGPATCH,IS WHO!!
/5 Tx/
WE AIMS TO MAKE 510'A
RATTIEST
HONORARY CITIZEN!?
PART0'
MAH
SCHEME.fr--)

'
;
7
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KIRKSEY ROUTE 2
NEWS .

irked

- orircZere;
There is lots
flu. Surely hope that it (14 ,es
riot get as bad as it did in 1918
during World War I. about 39
years ago.
Mr. and Mrs. James Dowdy
has moved to the John Perry

TV CAUSES ACCIDENT

'Business...

•

RICHMOND, Va. llf) —A Western television show got 15-yokr
old Paul Houck "so excited"
Thursday night he wounded his
12-year old brother Tommy with
a pistol. Paul' told police he
took the gun from a drawer to
investigate a noise and stoppped
to wale),-.the show- before - put-tin/4a away. He said the program
-got me so excited" he pulled
the trigger.. Tommy was hospitalized with a stomach wountl.

(Continued from Page One)
endarv boycott. Pressure is
brought to bear by unions.
e, to--,-,h,--eYeftts—of—a
.115ers of the manufacturer's pro.
duct from handling it. This is
not fair, he sal&
The final point discussed by
. Mr. Steger was the unemployment eomoensation law in Kentockv. This costs business $25.14)0.0(4) each year. he said. with
tear--- reertrwt
$400: Kentucky is the fourth
in the nation, he said,
i highest •
; which makes the state very
: unattractive to prospective inLitietry,
; Labor and. management can
work together. Mr Steger concluded his remarks. and -create
a healthy atmosphere for busiwogs G000-.-President Eisenhower is greeted by May. Gee.
ness industry.
Leonard Heaton. commandant of Walter Reed hospital. WashSeveral visitors attended the
(international)
meeting. Gene Compton of Millington. as he arrives for a physical checkup.
:noon. Tennessee was the only
isiting Rotarian.
Guests of Guy Billingon were
William Kiddy and Bill Emer••ri George :Oiterbey had asis guests Chris Haut( and J.
.•:oewart Lively of the Louisville
.,nd Nashville Railroad
W. .2. Carter. was a guest of
Wallace Key.
Corner at 4th & Main
Phone 433
Howard Olila reported that
the attendance last •week was
93 per cent.

•

ARROW IN SKuLt—Timothy Kearns. Jr.. 10, Iles in Deaconess
hospital. Milwaukee, Wis., awaiting an operation by a brain surgeon. That's a steel-tipped arrow sticking out of his head He
W5 struck accidentally during target shouting. The arrow sent
thilerantional Somodiinoto,
two inches into lals head.

For The Best In
Sports__Itead The
Ledger Sports Page

•••

Mrs. Harry Lee Potts and
(Continued from Page One)
ch.ldren have been RiCk with flu
G—G. Hendon 11, D. Henciwa
but are improving.
Mrs. Louise McGee of Michi- 12. Brawner 2, Stubblefield
gan visited her parents, Mr. and Patterson, Curd.
, (45)
Kirk's)
Mrs. A. V. Fareless a short time
F—Edwards 3, Parker 4, E
George Carnell burned off his Jones 14, Oakley, D. Darnell.
C—Reeder 13.
garden a few days ago and his
G—G. Key 9, A. Adams 2,
car house caught fire with his
car. inside.. However the fire Bazzell.s'
was extinguished before much
daggage was done.
Hart and family of Wingo
visited his Aunt Cora. Camel!
and Mr. Carnell a few days

(Continued from Page One)
mental attitude CulleMbri- said.
"Our- boys have become accustomed to losing but the)
haven't learned to like it. Tim"
will be going all out to
In
because there aren't many games
left to improve the record."
Archrival Western caps the Racers' season a week from Saturday.
The Racers hold the edge over
the Aces in past games, haying
won six wh.le dropping three.
The only mutual _foe the two
teams have met this year is
powerful Louisville: The /tees
:ost 33-7. while Cullivan's crew
.as walloped 35-0.

decrease of 10 per
FEWER TRAFfl.0 FATAUTIESL-States with line shading show a traffic tatality
reports.
cent or better for the first three-quarters of 1957 from 1956, the N.it,.nai Safety Council
a fatality deIowa leads the nation with a big 26 per cent drop. States with dot qtlading show
shows a whopcrease of less than 10 per cent_ Others are e‘en or up slightly. t...., , 1:s1.111e. Ky..
is 3 per cent.
ping 49 per cent drop, Tampa, Fla., 49, and Milwaukee. Wis., 46. O‘erall decrease

Ih
Redbirds

Halloween party at Kirksey
was a success and all that attended reported a nice time.
Lazy Daisy has been sick the
last four weeks and under the
care of the doctor and news.
scarce. Callers to see her
were Mr. and Mrs. Barney Darnell. Mr. and Mrs. Al Farleigh
Essie Jones, Darcree Warren and
John Perry.
James Shelton has bought a
house and lot on the Hazel
Highway near Jesse Johnson's
Grocery Store.
Character is the foundation of
all worth while success.
LAZY DAISY

$ 300.00

Blaine
Wedding Ring $17i••lakrfed ;
,
Pe..
t 0147:141::11.

Always Easy Credit at

FURCHES
JEWELRY
S. 4th St. 1%_111114

ii

SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"

•

•

PRE-HOLIDAY

CHRISTMAS

SALE
•

THE MURRAY GIFT SHOP
Will Put On Sale Most Of Their Gift Merchandise
Beginning
We know the

November 15 thru Dec. 24

Amt-ti, an

people don't

want

something

for-nothing.... but they do enjoy the opportunity of
a good buy._
The people of Murray

will have"

•

an opportunity.

* $1.00 Will Hold Any Gift
* Free Parking
HAPPY

wept•Wi

SURROUNDINGS TO SHOP IN

gr.A.,-

*.

.r2v-77fl,on

•

Space

-44C104:43e-l*:C*11W-40.

Hc) rchrn -n-oet-1 it1 Ic
On display for the first time today is

a car that stands apart In any company. It Is very low, very

daring, beautifully proportioned. Its unusual suroniree of

invaigare1000111104:4114040

engineering advances. To own it is a new adventure..

Murray Florist - G ift Shop a
TELEPHONE 3049

800 OLIVE STREET

1ic, ref4 behind!

301-303 So. 4th St.

handling and control reflects the latest
'
At
iv(7,1 • IVirig

58 lay DODGE

TAYLOR MOTOR CO.

MURRAY, KY.
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